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Inorganic nanotubes like MoS2 and WS2, first reported in 1992 [1] and 1993 [2]
by Tenne’s group, were the first nanotubular materials that succeeded the discovery of the
most famous carbon nanotubes in 1991 by Iijima [3], promoting an intense experimental
interest in the field. Besides other metal oxide/hydroxide nanotubular structures [4-11], a
unique inorganic single-walled aluminosilicate material called imogolite, discovered in
1962 by Yoshinaga and Aomine in Japanese soils of volcanic origin [12], has attracted
many researchers’ interest due to its potential applications as anions/cations retention
from water [13-17], catalysis [18,19], gas adsorption, separation and storage [13-15],
scaffold for biomedical applications [20] and inorganic nanofiller for polymer matrixes
[21-23]. Being an analogue material to carbon nanotubes, it can represent an intriguing
different source for new technological applications.
The aim of the present PhD project is to describe the developments obtained in
imogolite research field, concerning the synthesis and characterization of two new
modified imogolite nanotubes, either by direct or post-synthesis reactions, as compared to
unmodified synthetic imogolite.
Synthetic imogolite was obtained for the first time in 1972 by Crawdick et al. [24]
and patented in 1984 [25], by a sol-gel synthesis in acid environment. In a way similar to
the formation of carbon nanotubes, a single sheet of flat gibbsite, Al(OH)3, in presence of
silicates with Al:Si ratio of 2:1, eventually curls up, by the joining of the silicate and
gibbsite layers (as Si–O bonds are shorter than Al–O bonds), leading to the replacement
of one side of the gibbsite octahedral sheet by a silica tetrahedra. The silanols groups
formed, face towards the inside of the tube. Chemical composition of imogolite is given
by (OH)3Al2O3SiOH, describing the layers of atoms from the exterior to interior of the
tube: both inner and outer surface are hydrophilic. Similarly, carbon nanotubes form in
order to minimize the energy of the dangling bonds at the edges of graphite sheets.
However, they possess a wide range of diameters and numbers of sheets in the walls
compared with the relatively well defined diameter and single sheet nature of imogolite
tubes.
The main purpose of chemically modifying synthetic materials is the expected
increased range of technological applications that can be achieved. Moreover, variables
such as purity, composition, reproducibility, and specifically designed features can be
often better controlled in synthetic procedures rather than using natural clay specimens,
which typically contain impurities and are often not easily available.
-3-
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Particularly, for nanotubular structures it is critical to develop methods suitable to control
the functionality of their internal and external surfaces.
The first new hybrid material of imogolite type was obtained by direct synthesis.
The complete hydrophobization of the internal surface was achieved and a new material,
methyl-imogolite, labeled as Me-Imo, with stoichiometric formula, (OH)3Al2O3SiCH3,
was collected [26,27]. The presence of a hydrophobic inner surface along with an outer
hydrophilic one could be in principle exploited in adsorption processes aimed at gas
separation (e.g. hydrocarbon recovery from wet gaseous streams) or storage: for this
reason, volumetric adsorption of methane was tested and compared to imogolite.
Methyl-imogolite represented the starting material for the subsequent postsynthesis silylation reaction with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (3-APS) in anhydrous
conditions. MAS NMR (Magic Angle Spinning Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) technique
was a crucial tool to demonstrate the successful synthesis, which eventually led to the
collection of a new aminated hydrophobic material, labeled as Me-Imo-NH2.
Structure and textural features of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH2 were studied by
combining different techniques, such as XRD (X-ray Diffraction), FE-SEM (Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy), HR-TEM (High Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy), Porosimetry, XPS (X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy), TGA-MS
(Thermal Gravimetric Analysis Mass Spectrometry), MAS NMR and FT-IR (Fourier
Transform Infrared), and compared to unmodified imogolite. Moreover, stability of each
type of nanotubes was estimated as well as the acidity/basicity properties of their
surfaces, by recording FT-IR spectra after dosing increasing pressure of gaseous probe
molecules, such as NH3 and CO, at different pre-treatment outgassing temperatures.
Finally, imogolite was tested in a preliminary study as possible negative control
for HARNs, High Aspect Ratio Nanomaterials.
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Chapter 1
Imogolite,
a unique inorganic
nanotubular material
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1.1. Inorganic nanotubes
The discovery of carbon nanotubes in 1991 by Iijima [1] has significantly attracted
researchers’ attention as potential model systems for nanotechnology due to their
unexpected properties and applications in electronics, composite materials and
electrochemistry [1-8]. Iijima realized that graphite could be bent to form multi walled
tubes with different chiralities, term which refers to the way hexagonal carbon rings are
arranged with respect to the tube axis. However, several problems in carbon nanotube
technology remain to be overcome as the development of a low-temperature synthetic
process with high yield as well as precise control over nanotube dimensions, are of
crucial importance.
On the other hand, inorganic nanotubes like MoS2 and WS2, first reported in 1992
[9] and 1993 [10] by Tenne’s group, were the first inorganic nanotubes that succeeded the
discovery of carbon nanotubes, promoting an intense experimental interest in the field.
Besides other metal oxide/hydroxide nanotubular structures [11-18], single-walled
aluminosilicates, like natural [19] and synthetic [20] imogolite, halloysite nanotubes [21],
the specular imogolite tube, and single and double-walled aluminogermanate
nanostructures [22], have been rediscovered in the past decades as potential materials for
several technological applications, which will be presented in detail in the following
paragraphs. Besides nanotubular structures, inorganic fullerene-like nanoparticles,
including BN [23-27], BC2N [25], GaS [28], TiOx [29,30], have also been showing to
have interesting perspectives.

1.2. Natural hydroxyaluminosilicates (HAS)
Natural hydroxyaluminosilicates (HAS) are secondary mineral phases of critical
importance to the biogeochemical cycle of aluminum [31]. Two discrete forms of HAS
have been distinguished by both their stoichiometries and coordination of aluminum and
silicon [32]: HASA, also called protoimogolite, which is formed under conditions where
[Al] > [Si(OH)4], with Si:Al ratio of 0.5 and all aluminum atoms being present in
octahedral coordination; HASB, protoimogolite allophane, is instead formed under
conditions where [Al] < [Si(OH)4] and has a Si:Al ratio of 1.0 with half aluminum atoms
in tetrahedral coordination.
-9-
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Among HASA and HASB, halloysite [21,33,34] and imogolite, have also been identified
on the basis of dispersion characteristics in aqueous media, XRD, DTA (Differential
Thermal Analysis) [35] and IR [36,37] measurements, although SEM [34,35,38], TEM
[37,39] and early MAS NMR measurements in 1982 [40] resulted to be crucial tools to
clearly discriminate ITMs, Imogolite-Type Materials, as they are overall defined. Three
hypotheses are generally accepted on how ITMs are formed
1. Aluminum and silicon are released by weathering in the Eluvial (E) horizon and
migrate downwards until inorganic aluminum and H4SiO4 form proto-imogolite
sols once the soil pH is sufficiently high [41]. These sols may be precipitated as
ITMs.
2. The upper part of the podzolic profile (O, E and B horizons) is dominated by
metallorganic complexes, which are responsible for the formation of the Bhs
horizon. Here the aluminum and silicon activities would be governed by the
simultaneous equilibrium with imogolite and interlayered hydroxy-Al in 2:1 layer
silicates.
3. Iron and aluminum released by weathering complexes with organic matter
precipitate in the B horizon according to classical podzolisation theory, or adsorb
onto already formed secondary Fe-oxide and Al-oxide minerals [42]. Microbes
subsequently degrade some of the organic matter and the released aluminum
combines with soil solution of H4SiO4 to form imogolite, while Fe forms
ferrihydrite [43].

1.2.1. Structure of natural imogolite
Imogolite is a short-range nanotubular ordered aluminosilicate with an Al:Si ratio
of 2:1. Its occurrence was first demonstrated in 1962 by Yoshinaga and Aomine in clay
fractions of soil (Imogo) derived from glassy volcanic sources [19]. After the initial
discovery, it has also been detected in Spodosols in Scotland, Canada and in northwestern
United States [44-47, Figure 1].
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Figure 1: Geographical location of natural imogolite sites [47].

Figure 2: Structure of imogolite nanotube.
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In a way similar to the formation of carbon nanotubes, a single sheet of flat gibbsite,
Al(OH)3, in presence of silicates with Al:Si ratio of 2:1, eventually curls up, by the
joining of the silicate and gibbsite layers (as the Si–O bonds are shorter than Al–O
bonds), leading to the replacement of one side of the gibbsite octahedral sheet by a silica
tetrahedra. The silanols groups formed, face towards the inside of the tube.
Chemical composition of imogolite mineral is given by (OH)3Al2O3SiOH,
describing the layers of atoms from the exterior to interior of the tube (Figure 2): both
inner and outer surface are hydrophilic. Similarly, carbon nanotubes form in order to
minimize the energy of the dangling bonds at the edges of graphite sheets. However, they
possess a wide range of diameters and numbers of sheets in the walls compared with the
relatively well defined diameter and single sheet nature of imogolite tubes. Electron
micrographs have shown that imogolite tubes are formed rarely isolated while tend to
aggregate in spider web networks with different degrees of order [47-52]. Moreover, the
number and dispersion of bundles appears to be pH dependent [39,40]. The consequence
of this packing reflects the peculiar porosity of imogolite nanotubes (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Type of pores found in imogolite. Hexagonal packing of nanotubes is
considered.
- 12 -
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Three main types of pores can be distinguished
i.

Intra-tube pores (type A).

ii.

Inter-tube spaces, which are the spaces between three aligned tubes in a regular
packing (type B). These holes are so small (0.3–0.4 nm) that they can be ignored,
according to literature, in any discussion of adsorption [49,53].

iii.

Mesopores, which are the empty spaces between bundles of tubes (type C).

The resulting pore size relationship is: C > A > B. A TEM image of bundles of natural
imogolite is shown in Figure 4 [39].

Figure 4: TEM image of natural imogolite [39].

Recently, electrophoresis analyses and acid–base potentiometric titrations on natural
imogolite [54], confirmed the geometrical distribution of surface charge groups, i.e.
negative SiO- inner groups and positive AlOH2+ groups located outside, respectively,
according to the following reactions
Al(OH)Al + H+  Al(OH2)+Al

EXTERNAL ALUMINOL SURFACE

(Eq.1)

SiIV(OH)  SiIV(O-) + H+

INTERNAL SILOXANE SURFACE

(Eq. 2)
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However, only the positive counter ions seem to have a significant effect on the
electrokinetic properties of this clay mineral. Since 1969 [35], because of its unique
chemical structure with high surface area [55] and surface reactivity [56], Wada proposed
imogolite as a possible gas and ion adsorbent. Therefore, once synthetic imogolite was
successfully obtained for the first time in 1971 [20], its physical, chemical and electronic
properties have been widely studied in the following years. They will be reported and
discuss thereafter, along with those of protoimogolite and halloysite.

1.2.2. Structure of natural protoimogolite allophane
Protoimogolite allophane is an amorphous aluminosilicate mineral composed of
hollow spherical and not tubular nanostructures (Figure 5), despite the similar
composition of its walls with imogolite, consisting of inner silica and outer alumina layers
[57-61]. Wada in 1977 [59] and Parfitt in 1980 [62] were able to explain the different
morphology by the presence of some defects and pores occurring during the geological
formation of allophane.

Figure 5: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of protoimogolite allophone [64].

The first synthesis of allophane ever reported was in 1988 by Wada and co-workers [63].
Thermal analyses, XRD patterns, FTIR and MAS NMR measurements performed were
helpful to highlight also the differences between natural and synthetic allophanes.
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Further studies suggested that their peculiar surface properties [56] and high surface area
[57,60] make allophanes, besides imogolite, suitable candidates for ionic and gas
adsorption due to their amphoteric ion exchange activity [65-73]. A very recent and
outstanding application wants the use of allophane for inject technology process [74].

1.2.3. Structure of natural halloysite
Imogolite and halloysite are naturally occurring aluminosilicate minerals with
different Al:Si ratio, 2:1 and 1:1, respectively (Figure 6). Despite this, their morphology
can be described as specular. In fact, halloysite nanotubes consist of a gibbsite octahedral
sheet, Al(OH)3, which is modified by siloxane groups not at the inner surface, as the case
of

imogolite,

but

at

the

outer

surface.

The

resulting

stoichiometry

is:

Al2Si2O5(OH)4·nH2O. It can grow into long multiwalled tubes, which are similar to some
extent to multiwalled carbon nanotubes [75].

Imogolite

Halloysite

Figure 6: Structure of halloysite monolayer (upper image) and cross section views of
. imogolite and halloysite nanotube. White atoms are H, red O, gray Al, and
yellow Si [76].
- 15 -
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However, it is also possible to find layered halloysite structures, which occur mainly in
two different polymorphs, the hydrated form, with formula Al2Si2O5(OH)4·2H2O, and the
anhydrous form having the same chemical composition as kaolinite, Al2Si2O5(OH)4. The
size of dehydrated halloysite particles varies from 0.5 to 1µm in length and 15 to 100 nm
in inner diameter, depending on the substrate [77,78]. The average Al-O, Si-O, and O-H
bond lengths calculated for the anhydrous form of halloysite nanotube [76] are equal to
1.88, 1.68, and 0.96 Å, respectively. These values are in agreement with those reported
for imogolite nanotubes (1.89 and 1.68 Å for Al-O and Si-O bond, respectively) [79].
Although kaolinite is a planar sheet, it is interesting to compare halloysite distances with
kaolinite reported X-ray data (1.87 and 1.62 Å for Al-O and Si-O bonds, respectively)
[80]. Figure 7 shows a TEM image of halloysite nanotubes.

Figure 7: TEM image of halloysite nanotubes [81].
Even though much less studied than imogolite and carbon nanotubes, halloysite
nanotubes have been rediscovered as attractive materials, as confirmed by the vast recent
literature about their applications. Price et al. [78,82-84] and other authors [85,86] studied
halloysite as potential material for drug delivery and biomedical applications [87].
Moreover, a supramolecular adduct of DNA-wrapped halloysite nanotubes has been also
obtained for the first time. This result extends once more the analogy with multiwalled
carbon nanotubes [88,89].
- 16 -
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Halloysite has also been tested as a support for immobilization of catalyst molecules [9093], as adsorbent for gas [94,95] and pollutants [96,97], nonetheless for the controlled
release of anticorrosion agents, herbicides and fungicides [98-100]. As inorganic
nanofillers, they demonstrated to improve mechanical performance of cements and
polymers [101-107]. Particularly, the successful synthesis of capric [81] and stearic [108]
acid/halloysite composites makes them potential candidates for thermal energy storage.
Recently, they have also been used as additives for biomass technology [109].

1.2.4. Conclusions
Protoimogolite allophane, imogolite, and halloysite commonly coexist in volcanic
ash soils. Their different properties are related to their structure and morphology.

Allophanes are composed of small hollow spherules with specific surface areas of
approximately 800 m2/g [62]. Samples with Al/Si molar ratios close to 2.0 have a gibbsite
Al(OH)A1 outer surface, and their surface properties appear to be related to the presence
of defects.

Imogolite has a tubular morphology and a reported specific surface area between
250 (or lower) and 1500 m2/g [62]. The spread of values reported may depend on several
aspects, including the relative concentration of amorphous phase, which may affect the
surface area value, but also the experimental technique used, e.g. Brunauer-EmmettTeller (BET) method vs. Ethylene Glycol Monoethyl Ether measurement (EGME) [110].
Nevertheless, the larger surface area and the fewer defect sites on imogolite, as compared
with allophane, may account for the different reactivity of these two mineral species.

Halloysites have surface properties which are related to its morphology and the
number of edge sites. Tubes have a Si-O-Si outer surface [111,112] that resulted to be
less reactive, e.g. towards phosphate, than the Al(OH)Al surface.

- 17 -
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1.3. Synthetic imogolite nanotubes
Synthetic imogolite was obtained for the first time in 1972 by Crawdick et al. [20]
and patented in 1984 [113]. Briefly, it is a sol-gel synthesis in acid environment in which
a silicon precursor, generally TEOS (tetraethoxysilane) is let react with an aluminum
precursor, AlCl3·6H2O [20,114], Al(NO3)3·9H2O [115] or Aluminum sec-Butoxide
(ASB) [116]. In order to take into account possible ways to scale up imogolite synthesis
for industrial applications, other aspects should be considered beyond the reproducibility
of the methods. For instance, reagents cost. Recently, interesting contributions to perform
batch and flow systems reaction as well as high syntheses yield have been given by
Abidin et al. [117] and Levard et al. [118]. The detailed synthesis procedures as well as
improvements and modifications that were introduced in this PhD work will be discussed
in the next paragraphs.

Figure 8: Molecular structures of tubular gibbsite after MD simulations with
different number of gibbsite units (Nu): (a) 12; (b) 16; (c) 20; (d) 24
[119].
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Figure 9: Total energy of imogolite, expressed as ΔE, for several numbers of gibbsite
units, i.e. 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, and 24, relative to the minimum
energy corresponding to Nu = 16 [119].
General evidence obtained for synthetic imogolite nanotubes, if compared to
natural samples, showed that their porosity is comparable. However, synthetic products
are not identical to natural materials, mainly because their diameter resulted to be
significantly larger than that of natural imogolite. Moreover, synthesis conditions may
affect the structural composition, as theoretical calculations have demonstrated [51]. The
natural form of imogolite is likely to have 10 units, as Crawdick et al. suggested [20].
However, the model with 12 gibbsite units around the perimeter is the most likely
structure according to a lot of authors [79,119-126]. Only few authors proposed instead
the presence of 14-16 units [119,125]. Figure 8 shows the molecular dynamics
simulations results for 12 to 24 gibbsite units, Figure 9 the correspondent energies.
Despite some variances, which Dovesi et al. explained could be due to different
geometries considered as well as different types of computational methods implemented
[127], it is generally accepted that the reason for the expanded size should be attribute to
the high temperature (100 °C) used in the synthesis, not achieved in natural occurring
process, which serves to stretch over the Si-O bond.
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1.3.1. Hydrolysis of TEOS and AlCl3· 6H2O
According to the early synthesis procedures proposed by Crawdick, Wada and coworkers [20,114], tetraethoxysilane [TEOS] was added dropwise to 2.4 mmol/L
aluminum chloride (AlCl3·6H2O) aqueous solution to achieve 1.8 Al:Si ratio. The pH of
the solution was first increased to 5.0 by using 0.1 mol/L sodium hydroxide aqueous
solution to allow the hydrolysis of the precursors. Afterwards, the solution was acidified
by adding 1.0 mmol of hydrochloric acid and 2.0 mmol of acetic acid per liter of the
solution. The acidified solution was then refluxed at 100 °C for 5 days. Recently, details
about the growth mechanism of nanotubes according to this procedure were reported
[128,129]. Particularly, Nair and co-workers introduced little modifications in order to
better control the dimension and morphology of the resulting nanotubes [130]. Moreover,
they suggested a scheme for nanotubes self-assembly rather different from that proposed
for the first time by Bursill [131]. The originally kinetically driven mechanism suggested
that the quantity of nanotubes formed grows substantially with the reaction time, with all
the precursors being consumed by ca 120 h of synthesis time. Thus, the formation of
“proto-imogolite” precursors took place early in the reaction, and these precursors
provided nuclei to the growth and formation of nanotubes during the polymerization step.
In contrast to this approach, a thermodynamically driven self-assembly process
seems possible to operate. In this case, nanotubes of specific dimensions are expected to
self-assemble as dictated by precursor solution properties and temperature, which are the
controlling parameters. Additionally, nanotubes are formed at an early stage in the
reaction and their structure, both in terms of length and diameter, remains essentially
identical throughout the synthesis, as DLS (Dinamic Light Scattering) measurements
strongly indicates.

1.3.2. Hydrolysis of TEOS and Al(NO3)3·9H2O
In 2011 [132], TEM technique was used to follow imogolite synthesis steps
comparing two methods: the first was the method described above (labeled as S-I), the
second (S-II) was instead a modified method proposed for the first time by Farmer in
1983 [115], in which aluminum chloride precursor is replaced by Al(NO3)3·9H2O.
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Particularly, a solution of TEOS was added to a 5 mM aqueous solution of
Al(NO3)3·9H2O to achieve an Al:Si ratio of 2:1. Then a 1×10−2 M NaOH solution was
added at a rate of 0.5 mL/min until an Al:Si:OH ratio of 2:1:4 was obtained, reaching a
pH value of 5.0. The mixture was then stirred vigorously for 60 min and heated to 95 °C
for 10 days. Finally, a 0.1 M solution of NH4OH was added until the pH got to 8.0,
yielding a transparent gel which was separated and washed with deionized water by
centrifuging. During both syntheses, samples were taken at 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 168,
192 and 240 h before the end of the hydrolysis process. The corresponding TEM images
are reported in Figure 10. This study made it possible to establish that the formation of
imogolite consists of two steps: the first one is the formation of nanometric precursors of
imogolite, obtained by a self-assembly process achieved after aging times of 24 h for S-I
and 48 h for S-II, while the second step is the formation and further increase of the
concentration of imogolite nanotubes as a result of the aging process.

SI-I

SI-II

Figure 10: TEM images of imogolite samples obtained using the S-I and S-II method.
(a) 0 h, (b) 24 h, (c) 72 h, (d) 120 h, (e) 168 h, and (f) 240 h [132].
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As a whole, TEM analysis of S-I and S-II allowed establishing the structures of the
intermediary products and their evolution during the aging process, identifying globular,
necklace-type, and nanotube structures which condense at longer aging times. The
formation of necklace-type structures, intermediate between the imogolite globular
structures and nanotubes, coincides with a significant increase of the IEP (Isoelectric
Point), of the order of two pH units.

1.3.3. Hydrolysis of TEOS and Aluminum s-Butoxide (ASB)
The guidelines proposed by Farmer et al. in 1978 [116] are quite similar: at 20 °C
TEOS (Tetra-ethoxysilane) and Al(s-butoxide)3 were added to a 75 mM aqueous solution
of HClO4 in the molar ratios Si:Al:HClO4 = 1.x:2:1. A slight excess of TEOS was used in
order to prevent the preferential formation of gibbsite during hydrolysis. The solution was
stirred for 18 h, diluted to 20 mM, autoclaved at 100°C for 4 days, dialyzed for at least 4
days against deionized water and then dried at 50 °C. Reaction conditions resulted to be
very strict, and unsuccessful syntheses lead to amorphous protoimogolite allophane,
which can be clearly distinguished by XRD and FT-IR measurements [36,133-135]. A
systematic study analogue to that reported in the last paragraph [136], on the mechanism
of formation of single-walled aluminosilicate nanotubes obtained with ASB precursor,
was performed via combined ESI-MS (Electron Spray Ionization Mass Spectromentry)
and NMR characterization by Nair and co-workers [137]. They showed that nanotube
assembly is preceded by the formation of precursors that already possess a similar
chemical coordination environment of aluminum and silicon atoms, as well as an inherent
tendency to form curved nanostructures. The condensation of these proto-nanotube
precursors into larger nanoparticles upon heating (as observed by DLS measurements and
by the disappearance of these species in ESI-MS spectra) provides a clear connection to
the subsequent formation of ordered nanotubes. The rearrangement into nanotubes is
accomplished by the conversion of tetra-coordinated groups of the precursor species to a
fully octahedral configuration.
In this PhD work, was followed the latter procedure since it resulted to be the
most reproducible on lab scale, introducing little modifications that will be explained
below and taking always into account that attention must be paid when grinding the dried
sample to collect fine grains.
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In fact, it is known that mechanical treatment can affect imogolite morphology and
structure [138]. In order to reduce synthesis time, dialysis method was replaced by a
filtration step, using Whatman Anopore filters (0.02 µm), and so obtaining purified
imogolite sol in few hours instead of few days. Moreover, a further final step was
introduced to remove the highest amount of amorphous phase, which can be formed in
variable amount during the reaction [114]. Therefore, the dried powder was then washed,
collected after filtration against deionized water, for a night long. As can be seen from
XRD (Figure 11) and FT-IR (figure 12) results, cristallinity and purity are improved.
XRD patterns of fresh and washed filtered imogolite present four main peaks at
3.77, 5.53 (shoulder), 9.89 and 13.3 2θ, respectively. The first peak at 3.77 2θ is the most
intense and it is assigned to the reflection of (100) planes: the d100, as calculated by the
Bragg’s Law, is 2.34 nm and it is directly correlated with the angle of package of
nanotubes.
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Figure 11: XRD patterns of fresh filtered imogolite (black line) and washed filtered
imogolite (blue line).
As a consequence, the shape of the peaks can be expected to be not completely symmetric
due to the presence of other coinciding bands. For example, little modifications in
position of this main (011) peak should occur with the variation of the packaging angle.
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This explains the shoulder at 5.53 2θ (1.60 nm), assigned again to (110) planes, that does
not always appear in imogolite XRD patterns. Interestingly, the washing treatment
enhanced its intensity. The peak at 9.90 2θ (0.89 nm) is instead assigned to a repetition of
the structural unit along the tube, whereas that at 13.3 2θ (0.67 nm) is caused by the
reflection of (211) planes [20,130]. The broad band at 24-30 2θ is proper imogolite
reflections, as simulated diffraction patterns confirm [139]. No agreement is achieved
about nanotubes arrangement. In fact, the majority of authors believe it is hexagonal
[51,127,140]. Nevertheless, the monoclinic displacement has been also proposed
[130,141].
FT-IR spectra of KBr supporting wafers of fresh filtered imogolite and residual
water confirm that filtration method can be successfully used to obtain pure imogolite
tubes, as residual water spectrum does not show the typical 990 and 944 cm-1 bands,
assigned to Si-O and Al-O stretching vibrations [142].
Residual water
Fresh filtered imogolite
Washed filtered imogolite
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Figure 12: FT-IR spectra of KBr self supporting wafers of fresh filtered imogolite
(light blue line), washed filtered imogolite (blue line) and residual water
(red line).
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Moreover, the broad absorption at high frequencies is due to the stretching vibration of
the hydroxyl groups at the inner and outer surfaces, which are involved in hydrogen
bonding with adsorbed water molecules, as detected by the band at 1640 cm-1.
Additionally, external hydroxyl groups may also interact with hydroxyl groups of
neighboring nanotubes. The presence of amorphous alumino-silicate species, are
identified by the peaks at 1100, 1400 and 3285 cm-1. Filtration was able to remove a large
amount of amorphous phase, even if the final washing reduced almost totally also the
stretching band at 1100 cm-1, still present in the fresh filtered powder.
In conclusion, a purified imogolite sample can be obtained by combining simple
filtration/washing methods. Similarly, Levard and co-workers were able to obtain purified
germanium-containing imogolite tubes [143]. Particularly, they showed how dialysis
method is effective for final purification of nanotubes by means of MAS NMR technique
(Figure 13).

Figure 13: 27Al MAS NMR spectra of (top) dialyzed samples and (bottom) no
dialyzed samples. Proportion of monomeric Al is obtained by linefitting after t = 0, 2, and 5 days of aging [143].
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As already discussed above, surface area values for imogolite are known to vary
from 250 m2/g (or lower) up to thousands of square meters per gram [110]. An imogolite
sample with total surface of 1378 m2/g has been obtained for the first time, due to
particularly likely controlled operative conditions, confirming how the reproducibility of
this synthesis is hard to achieve. On the contrary, statistically imogolite samples with
surface of ca 300 m2/g are obtained.
The adsorption/desorption isotherms of N2 on two selected imogolite samples
outgassed at 300°C are shown in Figure 14a. Corresponding BET Specific Surface Area
(SSA) in m2/g (total, internal and external) and porosity features are gathered in Table 1.
It turned out that the outer gibbsite-like surface constitutes about 70% of the imogolite
surface area, in agreement with the literature [55]. The choice of this particular outgassing
temperature derives from a recent study of Bonelli et al. [135], in which dehydration
effects on BET specific surface area of imogolite were elucidated. Since adsorbed water
on imogolite nanotubes is completely removed only at 300 °C, thus the effective surface
area should be estimated only on pretreated samples at least at this temperature. In fact,
the presence of water at temperature below 300 °C has demonstrated to have a negative
effect on the total surface area value. Each isotherms are of Type I typical of microporous
materials, according to IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry)
classification [144].
Figure 14b reports the corresponding Pores Size Distribution (PSD). They were
calculated by applying the Non Local-Density Functional Theory (NL-DFT) method to
adsorption branches of isotherms.
Calculations show the presence of micropores with an inner diameter ranging
from of 0.87 to 0.95 nm. This finding fits with the dimension of the nanotubes inner
space. Pore dispersion from 1 to 1.5 nm is more evident in sample B, which has the
highest surface area value. Geometrical considerations about the expected theoretical
surface area of imogolite can be done, as proposed by Arai et al. [55]. They expected that
the ratio of outer tube surface area to inner tube surface area should be equal to the ratio
of the radii, i.e. the gibbsite area is ca 2.3 times greater than the silicate area. The average
total number of hydroxyl surface sites can be estimated by tritium exchange. Normalizing
to 1 g of imogolite and assuming that edge sites make a negligible contribution to the total
sites,
X + Y = 0.013 mol/g = 7.61 · 1021 sites

(Eq. 3)
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Table 1: Textural parameters of two samples of imogolite, as derived from combined XRD
patterns and N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K.
BET SSA
(m2/g)

Sample

Internal
SSA
(m2/g)

External
SSA
(m2/g)

Total
pore vol.
(cm3/g)

Micropores
vol.
(cm3/g)a

Inner
diameter
(nm)b

Outer
diameter
(nm)c

Imogolite
355
237
118
0.19
0.10
0.95
2.79
sample A
Imogolite
1378
920
458
0.69
0.38
0.87
2.68
sample B
a
As evaluated by applying the s method.
b
As calculated by NL-DFT method to the adsorption branch of the isotherm.
c
As calculated by the d(100) reflection peak of XRD patterns according to an hexagonal packing.
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Figure 14: (a) N2 adsorption (square) and desorption (triangle) of imogolite sample A
(black) and sample B (blue); (b) Correspondent PSDs (NL-FDT method).
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where,
X = gibbsite sites/g = X / 1.2 · 109 sites

(Eq. 4)

Y = silicate sites/g = Y / 7.9 · 1018 sites

(Eq. 5)

Since the gibbsite area is 2.3 times greater than the silicate area, then:

X(7.9 · 1018 sites) = 2.3Y(1.2 · 109 sites)

(Eq. 6)

Combining equations (3) and (6) and solving,

X = 5.915·1021 gibbsite (outer tube) sites/g of imogolite
Y = 1.693 · 1021 silicate (inner tube) sites/g of imogolite.
This is equivalent to 493 m2 of gibbsite surface area and 214 m2 of silicate specific
surface area, per gram of imogolite, and yields an estimated total surface area of 707
m2/g, in reasonable agreement with the high values estimated by the EGME method
(1000 m2/g) [110].
Besides the standard synthetic procedures, in this work a systematic study to
assess the influence of acidity, in terms of HClO 4 concentration, on the synthesis yield
and morphology of the resulting nanotubes, was also performed. Particularly, 10 batch
reactions were run simultaneously, in order to obtain comparable results, keeping
constant the Al:Si ratio (2:1) while varying the H+ content, from 0.07 to 1.3. XRD
patterns (figure 15) and selected FE-SEM images (figure 15), showed that imogolite
nanotubes start forming at [H+] = 0.6 M, even if the main reflection peak, corresponding
to the (100) planes, is well defined only from [H+] = 1 M.
Particularly, if the solution is further diluted before the polymerization steps, more
disperse bundles of nanotubes may be obtained, as confirmed by electron microscopy. For
the same purpose, other authors proposed different post synthesis manipulations, e.g.
ultrasonication of dried powder [145], further acidification in HCl 0.1 M [146] or droplet
evaporation [147]. Moreover, it resulted clear that imogolite synthesis is not successful in
too poor acidic media, leading to the formation of amorphous aggregates.
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As a whole, despite well known reproducibility problems that may occur mainly
to variation of temperature and pressure during the polymerization step [130,148], the
molar ratio used in standard procedures can be considered well defined. An analogue
study was performed in 1994 [149], assessing in this case the influence of the
[ASB]/[TEOS] molar ratio on the synthesis results, at constant acidity (1 M). Similarly to
my results, it turns out that fairly small deviations from the stoichiometric value
[ASB]/[TES] = 2 markedly change the particle morphology and composition.
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Figure 15: XRD patterns of batch reactions to obtain imogolite nanotubes at different
acidity content, Al:Si:H+=2:1:x. The value close to each pattern indicates the
correspondent value of x used. Particularly, the effect of dilution at [H +]=1 M
was also studied.
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Figure 16: Selected FE-SEM pictures of imogolite nanotubes at different synthesis
conditions [Al:Si:H+=2:1:x].
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1.3.4. Synthesis procedures suggested for industrial application
Besides the synthetic routes described above, other possible ways to obtain
imogolite nanotubes have been proposed, using different silicon precursors from TEOS.
Abidin and co-workers [117] reviewed in detail these kind of methods, pointing out their
pro and cons, eventually proposing a new synthesis procedure which seem to be
promising for further development in industrial field by combination of batch and flow
systems. Imogolite nanotubes can be prepared by three different methods:
(a) TEOS hydrolysis using different aluminum precursors (described above).
(b) Hydrolysis of commercial sodium silicate [150].
(c) Hydrolysis of fused sodium silicate [151].
It is reasonable to expect that for industrial application:
(a) TEOS reagent is relative expensive.
(b) Desalinization process has to be done to remove sodium excess by centrifugation
during the preparation of imogolite precursor, therefore increasing the number of
industrial units.
(c) High temperature is needed during preparation of fused sodium silicate.
The new Abidin’s method wants instead the use of polysilicic acid as orthosilicic source.
It is generally accepted that colloidal polysilicic acid can be prepared easily and it is less
expensive than TEOS and fused sodium silicate. Moreover, dissolution process of
polysilicic acid seems applicable not only in batch apparatus, but also in flow systems.
In 2009, Levard and co-workers [118] proposed instead an alternative route to
imogolite fibers starting from more concentrated (decimolar) solution in mild conditions
(low temperature and ambient pressure) by simply allowing for slower growth kinetics.
The first try to produce imogolite at 25 °C by Wada in 1987 [149] was not successful,
besides it pointed out an important aspect, i.e. that too much concentrated solutions
prevent the formation of nanotubes, thus suggesting dilution before the polymerization at
around 100 °C.
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Levard found that the initial concentration of reagents is not a limiting factor for
imogolite synthesis under mild conditions: with decimolar solutions, the first tubular
structures are formed at as little as 14 days of aging and evolve into long fibers, with a
remarkable yield. This result may stimulate a renewed interest in these structures, despite
the slow reaction kinetics, and open the road for large scale applications.

1.4. Properties and applications of imogolite
1.4.1. Chemical surface properties and adsorption applications
In 2001, Gustafsson [68] proposed the existence of a weak positive charge
distributed on the outer surface of synthetic imogolite, whereas the inner silanols group
may develop a negative charge, depending on pH, according to the same reactions
proposed for natural imogolite surfaces [54],
Al(OH)Al + H+  Al(OH2)+Al

EXTERNAL ALUMINOL SURFACE

(Eq. 1)

SiIV(OH)  SiIV(O-) + H+

INTERNAL SILOXANE SURFACE

(Eq. 2)

Guimarães and co-workers [79] estimated a charge distribution in a line with that
of Gustafsson. They also found that the SiOH bonds are more ionic than the Al(OH)Al
ones and suggested that the former should be more acidic than the latter. The
spectroscopic characterization of the acidity of synthetic imogolite, recently reported by
Bonelli et al. [135], highlighted the surface properties of nanotubes by means of FT-IR
spectroscopy, dosing NH3 and CO as probe molecules. First of all, it resulted that below
300 °C, nanotubes are partially filled with water, and therefore, only few Al3+ Lewis sites
at the outer surface may be accessed by probes. Particularly, this conclusion is in fair
agreement with the molecular dynamic simulation results obtained by Creton et al. [152],
who suggested that water density can be expected to be higher inside the tubes rather than
outside. Additionally, the shape of nanotubes, which varies with the water density,
influences the electrostatic potential and, thus, determines the places where the adsorption
occurs. If the sample is outgassed at 300 °C, water is definitely removed, as FT-IR
spectra confirm and the inner surface, covered by silanols, becomes actually accessible to
probe molecules.
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In fact, interaction with ammonia resulted to be strong, probably due to multiple
interactions with more than one silanol group, while CO dosage showed the formation of
the expected band at 2157 cm-1, due to the interaction of the gas with the inner silanols
[153], together with a minor band at ca 2190 cm-1 probably due to CO adsorbed on weak
Al3+ Lewis sites at the outer surface. Further studies performed in this PhD work on the
acidity of imogolite like materials will be reported in Chapter 6.
Apart from the charge distribution in the imogolite layer, it is interesting to
analyze the electrostatic potential generated by the charge distribution inside and outside
the nanotubes because this potential and its spatial variation will drive the adsorption and
the dynamics of interaction of ions and molecules. Obviously, the potential depends on
both charges and positions of atoms and therefore it is also influenced by the geometry of
the tubes. Figure 17 shows the Electrostatic Potential (EP) map of the imogolite model
evaluated by Creton and co-workers [152].

Figure 17: Electrostatic Potential (EP) map of imogolite model in 2D [152].

The figure reveals that, while the potential has mostly negative values both inside
(blue color) and outside (blue/green color) the tube, localized regions of positive potential
appear in those places where the surface becomes flatter (yellow to red color).
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Accordingly, a more negative potential occurs in those places in the external void where
the tube surface is more curved. The mean value of the electric field inside the tube was
evaluated to be about 5.7 10-9 V/m, which is of the order of magnitude of fields measured
in the CaA and NaRbY zeolites [154,155]. For the properties described above, imogolite
has been proposed as excellent candidate for water adsorbent and sensor [152,156-163],
ion retention/catalysis [55,66,135,136,145,149,164-172] and gas adsorption (e.g. CO2 and
CH4) [53,161,173].

1.4.2. Electronic properties and relative applications
The electronic properties of nanotubes material may depend essentially on their
chirality and diameter. Bursill et al. [131] for the first time pointed out that a relatively
wide band gap should be expected for imogolite, ranging from 3.7-4.7 eV (Figure 18a and
18b) [120,122,174] to 10 eV [79], therefore behaving as an insulator material. Electronic
properties of imogolite are reasonably analogue to those of α-Al2O3 (8.75 eV,
experimental; 7.77 eV [175]) and gibbsite structure (ca 10 eV [175,176]). However, if
compared to other inorganic nanotubular structures, for instance, MoS2 nanotubes [177],
their band gap value belongs to the semiconducting range. Particularly, it is determined
by tube geometry (armchair or zigzag), and tends to vanish for very small diameters.
Particularly, Guimarães et al. [79] showed that all imogolite nanotubes have a
wide band gap of ca. 10 eV, independently on their chirality. This property makes
imogolite nanotubes interesting examples of layered heterophase nanotubular systems.
Further investigations of their stability could help in the fabrication of similar systems, for
example composed of few monolayers of different III-V semiconductors.
Recently, a polypyrrole (ppy) coated imogolite was successfully obtained [178].
Comparing with both pure imogolite and ppy-imogolite, conductivity of ppy-imogolite
were measured to be ten times that of pure imogolite in wide range of voltages, thus
suggesting that further studies should be useful to engineer new imogolite-composite
materials with different electronic properties.
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Figure 18: The energy bands of the single-walled imogolite nanotube and the electron
density of states: (a) the energy bands near the Fermi level, showing the
direct and wide energy gap, (b) the total electron density of states [120].

1.4.3. Mechanical properties and applications in composites technology
Mechanical properties of nanotubes can be obtained by computational methods
[25,27,179,180] or experimentally by estimation of the Young’s modulus (Y).
Particularly, the Y modulus of imogolite nanotubes has been calculated [25] by
performing a series of relaxation calculations for different values of the cell length in the
direction of the tube axis, and thus imposing either tensile or compressive strain on the
nanotube. It is then possible to calculate the second derivative of the total energy with
respect to the axial strain, which enables us to calculate the Young’s modulus, as defined
by the following equation (Eq. 7):

(Eq. 7)

where

is the equilibrium volume,

the strain, and the E the total energy. The results

obtained for zigzag and armchair configurations show that imogolite nanotubes have
Young’s moduli which fall in the range 175–390 GPa. In comparison to C [27], BC3 [27],
BN [27] and BC2N [25] nanotubes, imogolite results to be less stiff. Particularly,
imogolite Young’s moduli is in the same order of magnitude as for MoS2 (ca 230 GPa)
[177] and GaS (ca 270 GPa) [28] nanotubes.
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Polymers reinforced with imogolite as inorganic nanofiller form new
composite/hybrid materials with increased mechanical [181-183] and also optical
properties [183,184, Figure 19], which opens new perspectives for interesting
technological applications.

Figure 19: Transparency of in situ hybrid (upper) and blend (lower) imogolite\PVA
films. The thickness of films is ca 100 mm [183]. Imogolite shows to be
optically transparent in the multilayer film [184].

1.4.4. Biomedical applications
Inorganic-enzyme hybrids have attracted increasing attention for the development
of next generation biosensor and active biological coatings [185-196]. Immobilization of
enzyme on a solid support should offer advantages for both industrial and analytical
purposes, for instance, eliminating the risk of sample contamination, simplifying sample
handling, as well as better separation of enzyme from solution that contains substrate and
product [189]. As a nanoscale support, nanotubes of unique physicochemical properties,
like imogolite, represent interesting candidates for stable immobilization of enzymes.
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Carbon nanotubes have been already used to this purpose by testing the covalent and noncovalent interactions on their surfaces [190-192]. However, some drawbacks emerged.
The main expected problem was the water insolubility of carbon nanotube that severely
limited their biotechnological applications, since almost all enzymatic reactions in animal
cells occur in bodly fluid containing mostly water [193,194]. As a consequence, imogolite
should be recommended as support for enzyme immobilization. Moreover, the 3dimensional network of imogolite hydrogel formed in aqueous solution [195] can
significantly increase the loading for enzyme immobilization and provide a scaffold for a
much controlled enzymatic activities. By the interaction of pepsin via phosphoric acid
groups interacting with imogolite surface, a nanofiber/pepsin hybrid hydrogel was
obtained by Inoue and co-workers in 2006 [196]. Figure 20 shows a schematic
representation and photograph of imogolite/pepsin hybrid hydrogel [197].

Figure 20: Schematic representation and photograph of imogolite/pepsin hybrid
hydrogel [197].
Particularly, immobilization of enzyme is achieved by forming a strong electrostatic
interaction between positively charged imogolite and negatively charged pepsin.
According to this method, a high loading of enzyme immobilization was achieved.
Similar behavior has been observed for enzymes immobilized at the inner surface of
halloysite [119]. A Complex gel of type I collagen and imogolite nanofibers was also
successfully prepared by addition of a fine dispersion of nanotubes to the collagen
solution at pH 4 [197]. In 2011, a comparative study between carbon and imogolite
nanotubes [198] revealed that imogolite material has better and suitable topography,
roughness, wettability as well as high protein adsorption capacity, as compared to carbon
nanotubes, i.e. properties that make imogolite an excellent candidate to be used as
scaffold for the mineralization of osteoblasts (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Quantification of mineralization by evaluation of calcium deposition in the
human osteoblast cells type seeded onto different scaffolds. Particularly,
imogolite slurry was diluted by deionized water to concentrations of 0.01
mg/mL and 0.1 mg/mL. Then, imogolite slurry was poured into a cell
culture dish of 60mm diameter and let drying for seven and fourteen days at
room temperature. To prepare carbon nanotubes scaffolds, a dilute solution
of tubes in 99.5 % ethanol (5 μg/mL) was dispersed by ultrasonication and
then spotted onto a cell culture dish. A cell culture dish without additives
was used as a control (Cntl). The scaffolds with imogolite at 20, 200, and
2000 μg/dish are labeled Im20, Im200, Im2000, respectively [199].

1.4.5. Antibacterial properties of clays
The development of materials with the ability to inhibit bacterial growth have
been of great interest in recent years due to their potential use in everyday products like
paints, coatings, hospital utensils etc. [200]. Natural clays are known for their
antibacterial properties, despite the mechanism by which they operate has not clearly
been identified in each situation. The key advantages of inorganic antimicrobial agents
are improved chemical stability, high ion exchange capacity, high surface area, thermal
resistance, safety to the user and long lasting action period, which are lacking in organic
antimicrobial agents [201,202]. A variety of physical and/or chemical processes can make
clays antibacterial. Physical bactericide effect can occur by surface attraction between
clay minerals and bacteria [203].
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Among these, basic oxides, like MgO, CaO and ZnO, showed to own these properties
[202]. However, other type of clays, such as montmorillonite, allophane, imogolite and
halloysite, need to be make antibacterial by changing their structure with thermal
treatment or mechanical grinding [5], or by chemisorption of known bactericidal elements
like Ag [205,206], Cu [66,170,207], Co [208,209].
Montmorillonite is a layered clay of the smectite family [210,211]. Smectites,
classified as 2:1 phyllosilicate clays, have a unit crystal lattice formed by one alumina
octahedral sheet intercalated between two silica tetrahedral sheets. As layered clays, the
introduction of structural alterations, for example by the mechanical and thermal
collapsing of the interlayers, showed a decreasing swelling capacity of the raw clay as
well as different distribution of the surface charges, thus improving their antibacterial
properties [204,212]. The same positive effect was shown by metallic silver-exchanged
montmorillonite dispersed in water, able to positively attract and adsorb negatively
charged bacteria [213]. Modified montmorillonites are also good adsorbent for charged or
non-charged organic molecules like aflatoxins, salicylic acid, herbicides and fungicides
[212,214-217], confirming that the antibacterial performance is affected by the
availability of the ionic silver to be in contact with the bacteria.
Due to its morphology and high surface area, allophanes [218] are expected to
play a disinfectant role for specific bactericidal activities rather different from other
inorganic carriers [208]. Bactericidal activities against E. Coli and S. Aureus in water of
two kinds of natural allophonic specimens, silver-loaded and phosphorous-silver loaded,
respectively, have been recently examined in comparison to those of silver-loaded zeolite
[209]. The allophonic samples showed a remarkably high contribution towards
sterilization and greater effectiveness in comparison to zeolite materials. This evidence
was explained by the presence of many impurities in natural allophane, like ferrhydrite
(Fe2O3), α-quartz, imogolite, halloysite and similar aluminosilicates. Particularly,
ferrhydrites have large specific surface area similar to allophane, so they can cooperate to
adsorb and fix various anions of phosphate. Hence, for sterilization purpose, such lowcrystalline iron compounds conceivably play an important role. Moreover, in the case of
aluminiosilicate impurities, other studies demonstrated that the presence of Al–humus
complexes is related to the amount of toxic aluminum in Andosols horizons [46,219,220].
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However, in contrast to non-allophanic Andosols, allophonic Andosols (i.e. where
allophane, imogolite and allophane-like materials are present) seldom show Al toxicity,
even when they contain large amounts of Al–humus complexes [221,222]. Because most
allophanic Andosols are formed at a soil pH greater than 5, aluminum is relatively
insoluble and it is not released into the soil solution. This indicates that the presence of
allophanic materials reduces aluminum toxicity, especially to plants.
So far, imogolite Cu(II) adsorption capacity has been estimated in few studies
[66,170,207]. It resulted that quantitatively adsorption of Cu(II) by imogolite was less
than that achieved by allophanes, presumably because fewer sites are available for
chemisorption on imogolite nanotubes. Moreover, Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)
measurements showed that Cu2+ ions adsorbed as a monomer on two types of surface
sites: the preferred ones were likely adjacent A1-OH groups binding with copper by a
binuclear mechanism, while the weaker ones occurred at isolated A1-OH or Si-OH
groups [66]. The adsorption of three copper species, the hydrated cupric ion, bisglycine
Cu(II) and a Cu(II)-humic acid complex, was also investigated by Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance (EPR) [207]. The EPR spectra of copper complexes adsorbed on natural
montmorillonite (reference material) and imogolite showed that the amount and type of
adsorption depends on the size and chemical nature of the ligands. Particularly, evidence
from the copper-glycine system indicate that probably at least two types of complex are
formed. Additionally, for montmorillonite it is suggested that they correspond to the
adsorption onto interlayers. Finally, EXAFS (Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure)
studies were also performed on natural Cu(II)-imogolite sample and its catalytic activity
has been tested towards the decomposition of tert-butyl hydroperoxide and 1,1-bis(tertbutyldioxy)cyclododecane, respectively [170].
As compared to natural unloaded imogolite and Cu–SiO2 catalyst, in case of tertbutyl hydroperoxide cracking (Figure 22a), Cu–imogolite showed a higher activity with
respect to reference materials, while the unexpected rather high activity of the unloaded
imogolite was explained by the presence of iron impurities. However, in case of the
decomposition of 1,1-bis(tertbutyldioxy) cyclododecane (Figure 22b), activities of
unloaded imogolite and Cu–imogolite were comparable. Stable hydrosols of Ag+ and
bimetallic nanoparticles (Au/Ag, Au/Pt, and Ag/Pt) immobilized on imogolite fibers were
obtained for the first time in 1995 [205]. It turned out that colloidal stability is achieved
by adsorption of particles on nanotubes and no stabilizing polymers are required.
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a

b

imogolite
imogolite

Figure 22: (a) Decomposition of tert-butyl hydroperoxide at 90°C.
[tert-butyl hydroperoxide] = 0.1M, catalyst: 0.1 g, solvent:
chlorobenzene (50 ml). The amount of Cu loaded is 2.59 wt. %;
(b) Decomposition of 1,1-bis(tert-butyldioxy)cyclododecane at 70°C.
[1,1-bis(tert-butyldioxy)cyclododecane] = 0.05 M, catalyst: 0.1 g,
solvent: chlorobenzene (50 ml).
Symbols: (●) Cu-imogolite, (written) imogolite and (○) Cu–SiO2 [170].
Particularly, bimetallic particles consist of layers of metals, rather than a mixture
at the atomic level, except in the case of Au/Ag. Moreover, imogolite fibers do not absorb
or scatter light, thus their optical property makes them convenient for the estimation of
optical properties of adsorbed metallic particles.
As far as the applications of Cu-loaded and Ag-loaded imogolite are concerned,
no studies were further performed, except for colloids of Ag +-imogolite for which optical
properties were identified [205]. However, no antibacterial tests with modified imogolite
have been ever reported as well as the effective toxicology of imogolite nanotubes
themselves.
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Chapter 2
Modified imogolite nanotubes:
state of the art
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2.1. Chemical functionalization of imogolite nanotubes
The main purpose of chemically modifying synthetic materials is the expected
increased range of technological applications that can be achieved. Moreover, variables
such as purity, composition, reproducibility, and specifically designed features can be
often better controlled in synthetic procedures rather than using natural clay specimens,
which typically contain impurities and are often not easily available. Particularly, for
nanotubular structures it is critical to develop methods suitable to control the functionality
of their internal and external surfaces.

Direct chemical modifications of imogolite have been obtained so far by three
main routes:

1. In 2009, a new imogolite structure was patented [1,2], according to an
analogue procedure described in Chapter 1, replacing TEOS precursor with
TEMS, triethoxymethylsilane (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1: TEOS (red) and TEMS (black) structures.
Such imogolite-type nanotubes present inner hydrophobic surface and
outer (still) hydrophilic surface. TEMS molecule has one of the valences
occupied by a non-hydrolyzable Si-C bond, where a functional group, i.e.
methyl group, CH3, is attached to the silicon atom.
The resulting new stoichiometric formula, describing the chemical
composition of the tubes from the outer to the inner surface, is the
following

(OH)3Al2O3SiCH3
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2. Wada et al. for the first time in 1982 [3], and recently Nair et al. [4-6],
Levard et al. [7-12] and Ramirez co-workers [13,14], reported detailed
studies on the formation of single and double walled aluminogermanate
imogolite-type nanotubes, labeled as Ge-Imo, replacing TEOS precursor
with GeCl4 or TEOG (tetraethyl orthogermanate).

3. Ookawa et al. in 2006 successfully collected ironsilicate imogolite-type
nanotubes, by replacing Al3+ atoms with Fe3+ [15]. Afterwards, AlvarezRamirez [14] performed interesting theoretical studies, which were useful
to better understand Fe-Imo structure. Electronic effects due to the
inclusion of ferric ions were also estimated.

Post-synthesis chemical modifications of imogolite have been instead obtained according
to the following routes:

1. Nair and co-workers in 2011 [16] were able to modify the inner surface of
imogolite by replacing Si-OH groups with achyl and chloride groups,
using acetyl chloride, methyltrimethoxysilane and trichlorosilane.

2. Imo-ODPA (octadecyl phosphonic acid) was synthetized by Park et al. in
2008 [17]. More disperse and aligned nanotubes were collected with
improved affinity for polymer matrixes. Actually, phosphate groups are
expected to react with the outer gibbsite-like surface of imogolite, as
another recent work confirmed [18]. Aluminogermanate nanotubes were
also modified by the same procedure [19].

3. Amination of the internal surface [20] and both internal/external surface
[21] of imogolite (Imo-NH2) was successfully obtained by Johnson et al.
in 1990 by using 3-APS (3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane) in aqueous
solutions.
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2.2. Direct chemical modifications
2.2.1. Aluminogermanate imogolite nanotubes, Ge-Imo
Nair and co-workers successfully synthetized Ge-Imo nanotubes with AlCl3
precursor according to an analogue procedure described in Chapter 1, except that silicon
source, TEOS, was substituted by GeCl4 [4] or TEOG [6]. As the case of siliconcontaining imogolite, the synthesis procedure for Ge-imogolite consists of three main
steps: base hydrolysis of a solution of aluminum and germanium monomers, stabilization
of the suspension and heating at 95 °C.
The main differences of the resulting Ge-tubes from imogolite nanotubes, which
appeared from both synthesis procedures, are the considerably shorter length of Ge-Imo
tubes (ca 15 nm vs. ca 100 nm of imogolite) and their wider diameters (ca 3.3 nm vs. ca
2.2 nm). According to the authors, the XRD peak positions are in agreement with a
monoclinic and not hexagonal arrangement, both for Imo and Ge-Imo. As discussed in
Chapter 1, this is still a debating topic. Additionally, nitrogen adsorption measurements at
77 K showed that the pore size distribution of Ge-Imo is narrow. Computational studies
confirmed their results [5].
Levard and co-workers were able to obtain analogue aluminogermanate tubes
following a quite similar synthetic route [10]. Moreover in 2011 [11], they performed a
systematic study to sort out if the initial hydrolysis of aluminum and germanium
precursors in NaOH solution can affect the nanotubes formation. They found that a
successful synthesis was sensitive to the hydrolysis ratio used (R= nOH/nAl, corresponding
to the total nOH added and not corrected for residual acidity). Particularly, they concluded
that a ratio of at least 1.5 is necessary to form tubular structures. Additionally, nanotubes
formed at R = 2 have a significant proportion of defects in the external gibbsite layer,
while well crystallized Ge-imogolite is obtained at R = 2 and R = 2.5. On the contrary,
less ordered phases are formed if R is increased beyond 2.5. Interestingly, they were also
able to obtained, as the case of imogolite nanotubes [22], large quantities (ca 60 mg) of
single-walled Ge-Imo nanotubes [8], optimizing synthesis conditions from initial
decimolar (and not millimolar) concentration of reagents. Moreover, for the first time
they evidenced the formation of double walled aluminogermanate nanotubes ([9], Figure
1), and proposed a kinetic growth model [12].
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Figure 1: SAXS (Small Angle X-Ray Scattering) curves of [Al3+] equal to 0.5 and 0.25
molar of Ge-Imo tubes. Experimental data (dots) and theoretical results (full
line) of the represented structure are plotted [9].

Alvarez-Ramirez [13] performed ab initio simulation on imogolite and Geimogolite, estimating a bang gap range for Ge-Imo of 4.3-4.8 eV. Overall, both silicon
and germanium imogolite-type nanotubes, can be considered insulators.

2.2.2. Iron-containing imogolite nanotubes, Fe-Si-Imo and Fe-Ge-Imo
The original work of Ookawa and co-workers in 2006 [15] showed for the first
time the attempt to synthesize Fe-containing imogolite material using NaSiO4, FeCl3 and
AlCl3 with atomic ratio, Fe/(Fe+Al), between 0.05 and 0.1. Ferric cations are
incorporated directly to an aqueous solutions of Na4SiO4 and AlCl3·6H2O. UV-vis and
XANES (X-Ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure) spectra showed that the preferred
coordination of ferric ions is octahedrical. However, the electronic effect of the
substitution of Al3+ by the Fe3+ is not totally understood. Interestingly, Fe-Imo resulted to
be able to catalyze the oxidation of benzene to phenol. An analogue synthetic procedure
was followed by post impregnation of iron ions.
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Recently, Alvarez-Ramirez [14] carried out theoretical studies on Fe-Si-Imo and
Fe-Ge-Imo nanotubes, showing new structural peculiarities as well as their electronic
properties (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Section of imogolite nanotube, in which ferric ions can replace Al3+sites [14].

As regards to iron ions localization, they can be identified in three different sites. The first
iron position corresponds to the isomorphic substitution of aluminum ions by ferric ions,
as already noticed by Ookawa et al. [15]. The two remaining iron configurations
correspond instead to the case of iron adsorption on the inner or outer surface of
imogolite, thus producing defect sites. As a consequence, electronic states are altered. The
effects of the Fe concentration in the range 0.05-0.1 were analyzed. Particularly, in case
of silicon containing imogolite, a small concentration of iron showed not to alter
significantly the shape of the valence band outside the band gap region. However, the
contribution of surface defects produces a shift of the Fermi level, generating a reduction
of the band gap value from ca 4.7 to 2.0-1.4 eV, and from 4.2 to 2.6-1.0 eV for the Fesilicon and Fe-germanium imogolite-like nanotubes, respectively.
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2.3. Post-synthesis chemical modifications
2.3.1. Hydrophobization of imogolite inner surface
In 2011, Nair and co-workers [16] successfully synthetized hybrid imogolite
nanotubes by covalently immobilization of organic functional groups inside the tubes.
The functionalizing reagents were acetyl chloride, trimethylmethoxysilane and
trichlorosilane (Scheme 2). Detailed physic-chemical characterization showed that
chemical modification preserves nanotubes structure, and the variation in size and type of
organic reagents allows the control of the tubes pore volume. As an example of the
potential new applications, they showed how the hydrophobization can control surface
hydrophilicity as well as water uptake.

Scheme 2: Reactions at the imogolite inner surface by acetyl chloride (NT-A),
trichlorosilane (NT-T) and methyltrimethoxysilane (NT-M) [16].
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Overall, they addressed once again the challenging problem of modifying
inorganic nanotubular materials by introducing appropriate functional groups, so
increasing the number of their technological applications, e.g. as more size- and shapeselective catalysts, sensors and composite membranes for gas separation.

2.3.2. Phosphorilation of imogolite outer surface

Adding pure imogolite sample to an aqueous solution of octadecyl phosphonic
acid (ODPA) (1/3.5 weight ratio), Imo-ODPA nanotubes are obtained [17]. Tetradecyl
phosphonic acid (TPDA) was also used, thus Imo-TPDA tubes were collected. The main
evidence of the outer surface modification of imogolite, by reaction of Al–OH groups
with phosphonic acid, was the improved dispersion of fibers, which prevents their
aggregation. This can be explained by interconnections occurring between close side
chains. Particularly, octadecyl hydrocarbons showed to be more strongly interconnected
to each other rather than with tetradecyl chains. However, Imo-ODPA diameter, ca 5.1
nm, is similar to the diameter of the Imo-TDPA, ca 4.7 nm, even though octadecyl acid
has longer alkyl chains (Figure 3).

Figure 3: (a) Chemical structure of octadecyl phosphonic acid modified imogolite,
Imo-ODPA, and (b) dimension of Imo-ODPA and Imo-TDPA imogolite
on the solid surface [17].
These kinds of post functionalization are of paramount importance to build
polymer\inorganic nanotubes composites.
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As a recent study confirmed [18], hydrophobization of the external surface of imogolite
can be achieved owing to its intrinsic reactivity towards phosphates. Particularly, a
poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, grafted imogolite (PMMA/Imo) was obtained by
ARGET ATRP (Activators Regenerated by Electron Transfer for Atom Transfer Radical
Polymerization) technique. The designed ATRP initiator was the ammonium salt of 8-(2bromo-2-methylpropanoyloxy) octyl phosphate [BMPOPO4(NH4)2], which has both a 2bromoisobutyrate group, necessary for ATRP initiator moiety, and a phosphate group,
which can interact with imogolite surface. After some manipulations, MMA polymer was
added and the final composite (Scheme 3) was isolated by precipitation from methanol.
The concrete applications of this polymer-grafted are still under investigation. Dispersion
state of PMMA/Imo and Imo in water/chloroform phase is shown in Figure 4.

Scheme 3: Schematic representation for the preparation of PMMA/Imo [18].

Figure 4: Dispersion state of PMMA/Imo and unmodified Imo in H2O/CCl4 phase [23].
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Chapter 3
Methyl-imogolite
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3.1. Synthesis
At room temperature, TEMS (triethoxymethylsilane) and Al(s-butoxide)3 are
added to a 75 mM aqueous solution of HClO4 in the molar ratios Si:Al:HClO4 = 1.x:2:1.
A slight excess of TEMS is used in order to prevent the preferential formation of gibbsite
during hydrolysis. The solution is stirred for 18 h, diluted to 20 mM, autoclaved at 100 °C
for 4 days, dialyzed for at least 4 days against deionized water and then, after drying at 50
°C, Me-Imo powder is collected (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1: Schematic representation of Me-Imo nanotubes structure.
Stoichiometric formula: (OH)3Al2O3SiCH3.

3.2. FE-SEM and HR-TEM characterizations
FE-SEM and HR-TEM images are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
Electron microscopy images show a material composed of interwoven bundles of
nanotubes, similar to those of Imo. However, Me-Imo fibers have larger diameter (ca 1520 nm) and longer length (ca 200 nm) as compared to Imo nanotubes. Fibers are therefore
more loosely bound and more free to assume a close packed configuration.
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Figure 1: FE-SEM image of Me-Imo bundles of nanotubes.

A

B

Figure 2: HR-TEM micrographs of Me-Imo taken at two different magnifications
degrees. Inset of panel 2B: SAED taken from a bundle of few nanotubes.
These features are comparable to Ge-Imo nanotubes, which have wider diameter but
shorter length in contrast with Imo [1]. The dimension of tubes estimated by HR-TEM
corresponds with the value obtained by FE-SEM measurements. However, the observed
fibers appear to be rather longer (ca 500 nm vs. 200 nm) than those visible by SEM
microscopy. SAED (Selected Area Electron Diffraction) pattern is indexed according to
repeat units within the nanotubes (viewed perpendicular to the nanotubes axis, taken as
their c-axis), with c = 8.0

and a = b = 5.6 , in compliance with the nomenclature of

Bursill et al. [2]. The c repeat unit corresponds to three AlO6 octahedra along the tube
axis, whereas a and b refer to an Al–Al distance within the curved wall, perpendicular to
the tube axis.
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3.3. XRD and FT-IR characterizations
XRD patterns of Me-Imo nanotubes (Figure 3a) show a higher degree of longrange order as compared to Imo (Figure 4). All peaks are more intense because of the
more ordered packing of nanotubes. Particularly, the peak due to the (100) reflection is at
3.62 2θ: the cell parameter a, corresponding to a centre-to-centre distance between two
aligned nanotubes is calculated to be 2.4 nm, assuming a hexagonal packing; with Imo,
the cell parameter is 2.3 nm, i.e. slightly smaller.
As can be seen from several XRD patterns of Me-Imo tubes obtained in different
batch syntheses (dash blue lines), the position of this main peak can slightly vary due to
temperature and pressure variations during the polymerization step. Actually, if it is run at
too high temperature (T ≥ 105°C), impurities can be formed, as detected by the peak
centered at ca 18.5 2θ. According to literature [3,4], this can disclose the presence of an
aluminum oxide polymorph called nordstrandite, which shows a typical reflection at 1819 2θ. Morphology of synthetic nordstrandite is known to vary according to synthesis
conditions [5], form roughly rectangular to either ovoidal single particles or clusters of
acicular crystals. Figure 3b shows the star-like morphology of nordstrandite phase
obtained in this study.
The peak at 8.83 2θ (0.99 nm) is assigned to the repetition of the structural c unit
along the tube (001), whereas the signal at 12.31 2θ is caused by the reflection of (211)
planes (0.72 nm) [1,6]. Interestingly, all peaks of Me-Imo diffraction pattern are slightly
shifted to lower angles, as compared to those of imogolite. The same slight variation has
been observed by Konduri et al. [7] in mixed oxide nanotubes, where silicate groups are
partially substituted by germanate groups. In case of Ge-imogolite [8], the longer distance
between nanotubes was ascribed to their lower curvature, due to the greater length of the
Ge–O bond with respect to the Si–O bond [8]. For Me-Imo, two orders of factors are
thought to be involved. Firstly, a larger curvature could be caused by the presence of
methyl groups, for either steric (i.e. the methyl group is larger than the hydroxyl group) or
electronic effects.
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Figure 3: (a) XRD patterns of pure Me-Imo (black) and Me-Imo with nordstrandite
impurity (blue), which can be formed during batch syntheses if temperature
and pressure of the polymerization temperature is not completely controlled;
(b) FE-SEM image of nordstrandite phase.

Indeed, Sidorkin et al. [9] reported that the calculated Si–O bond length in the
series of (HO)3Si–X and (CH3O)3Si–X compounds is affected by the electronegativity of
the X substituent: the presence of methyl groups in place of hydroxyl ones could have the
same effect, inducing a relaxation of the structure and a shift of the energy minimum
towards nanotubes with a higher number of units in the circumference [10]. Alternatively,
the larger cell parameter could be explained by the increased distance between nanotubes,
caused by the absence of external charges, as discussed above.
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Figure 4: XRD patterns of pure Me-Imo (black) and Imo (red).

Figure 5 reports the FT-IR spectra of a self-supporting KBr wafer of Me-Imo in
the 4000-1200 cm-1 range. Imogolite spectrum is also shown for comparison. Both
samples present a prominent band at 1644 cm-1, due to the bending mode of adsorbed
water on nanotubes surfaces, and a broad and intense absorption in the OH stretch region
(3800–3000 cm-1), assigned to the presence of outer Al(OH)Al groups. Particularly, water
in Imo is expected to be more concentrated inside the tubes [11], while for Me-Imo is
adsorbed on the outer surface, due to the complete hydrophobization of the inner surface.
In fact, only Me-Imo sample presents the following peculiar signals
1. 1275 cm-1 band, due to the bending mode of Si–CH3 groups.
2. 2973 and 2919 cm-1 bands, assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric
stretching modes of Si–CH3 groups, respectively.
3. A sharp band at 777 cm -1 due to the Si-C stretching vibration [12-14].
In the 900-1000 cm-1 range, all bands characteristic for the imogolite structure
[2,15] are present. The 910 cm-1 band can be assigned to Al-O stretching vibrations,
whereas the band at 954 cm-1 is assigned to Si-O stretching vibrations.
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The modification of the structure, by introducing methyl groups at the inner surface,
affects the Si-O and O-Al bonds, leading to a shift of their vibrational frequencies. In fact,
if compared to Imo, these two bands are found at slightly lower wavenumbers. The same
result was obtained by Konduri et al. [7] on Ge-Imo: the band at 930 cm-1 shifts to 910
cm-1 for wider diameter nanotubes. Coherently, it is also obvious that the 995 cm-1 band,
typical of Si-OH bending vibration [16], is not present in Me-Imo spectrum.
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Figure 5: FT-IR spectra of KBr self-supporting wafer of Me-Imo (black) and Imo (red)
tubes. Peculiar bands of Me-Imo (asterisks) are found at: 2973/2919 cm-1,
assigned to the asy/sym v(CH3) of Si-CH3 inner group, 1275 cm -1, due to the
correspondent δ(CH3) and v(Si-C) modes, identified by the 777 cm-1 band.
Coherently, the typical Si-OH bending vibration mode at 995 cm-1, is not seen
in Me-Imo spectrum.
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3.4. MAS NMR characterization
MAS NMR measurements were collected at ENSICAEN, Ecole Nationale
Supérieure d'Ingénieurs of Caen (France), during my PhD foreign period in collaboration
with Prof. Fernandez’s research group. Experimental evidence found are in agrrement
with the results already discussed.
Quantitative

27

Al MAS NMR signal (Figure 6) show that aluminum is in

octahedrical arrangement, as confirmed by the presence of a single peak for both samples
at ca 4.9 ppm. In fact, according to literature [17], AlVI atoms show an intense peak at 5
ppm. Moreover, this value is reasonably close to that of aluminum atom in gibbsite (ca
8.9 ppm, [18]).
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Figure 6: 27Al MAS NMR spectra of fresh Me-Imo (black) and Imo (red). Spinning
side bands are labeled with asterisks.

However, 29Si MAS NMR spectrum presents two different sharp peaks at -43 and
-79 ppm for fresh Me-Imo and Imo, respectively (Figure 7). A chemical shift value of δ(43) is typical for tetrahedral silicon atoms bonded to one carbon and three aluminum
atoms through oxygen bridges [10,19], while the sharp signal at -79 ppm corresponds to
isolated silicon tetrahedral sites sharing three oxygen atoms with octahedral aluminum
atoms [20-22]. No components at -79 ppm are present for Me-Imo nanotubes, confirming
the total absence of silanols group as well as un-reacted silicon precursor.
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Figure 7: 29Si MAS NMR spectra of fresh Me-Imo (black) and Imo (red) nanotubes.
An analogue result was obtained by CP {1H}-29Si measurements (Figure 8). Additionally,
CP {1H}-13C spectrum (Figure 9), proper only of Me-Imo, presents a 13C peak at ca -1.6
ppm, a chemical shift value reasonably close to that of

13

C of the reference compound,

TMS (tetramethylsilane), which is at 0 ppm.
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Figure 8: CP {1H}-29Si MAS NMR spectra of fresh Me-Imo (black) and Imo (red).
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Figure 9: CP {1H}-13C MAS NMR spectra of fresh Me-Imo nanotubes.

3.5. Porosity characterization by N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms
The adsorption/desorption isotherms of N2 at nominal 77 K for several methyl
imogolite samples outgassed at 300 °C and obtained from different successful batch
syntheses are reported in Figure 10a, while the relative Pore Size Distributions (PSDs),
calculated applying the Non Local-Density Functional Theory (NL-DFT) method to
adsorption branches of isotherms, are shown in Figure 10b. Correspondent XRD patterns
are reported in Figure 10c. Table 1 gathered the correspondent textural parameter, as
derived from combined XRD patterns (Figure 10c) and N2 adsorption isotherms.

Table 1: Textural parameters of five Me-Imo samples outgassed at 300 °C and obtained from
several successful batch syntheses, as derived from combined XRD patterns and N 2 adsorption
isotherms at 77 K.
Sample

BET SSA
(m2/g)

#1 Me-Imo

1145

Internal
SSA
(m2/g)
366

External
SSA
(m2/g)
779

Total
pore vol.
(cm3/g)
0.68

Micropores
vol.
(cm3/g)a
0.24

Inner
diameter
(nm)b
1.63

Outer
diameter
(nm)c
2.76

#2 Me-Imo

819

281

538

0.53

0.12

1.63

3.01

#3 Me-Imo

671

250

421

0.43

0.10

1.64

2.99

#4 Me-Imo

665

265

400

0.39

0.09

1.64

2.98

#5 Me-Imo
530
218
312
0.30
0.09
1.59
As evaluated by applying the s method.
b
As calculated by NL-DFT method to the adsorption branch of the isotherm.
c
As calculated by the d(100) reflection peak of XRD patterns according to an hexagonal packing.
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Figure 10: (a) N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of several Me-Imo samples.
Numbers close to each curve indicate the corresponding BET SSA value.
Relative (b) PSDs (NL-FDT method) and (c) XRD patterns.
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Besides imogolite, BET SSA value of Me-Imo is negatively affected by the
presence of adsorbed water molecules or other impurities, which limit N2 accessibility
[23]. As a consequence, a suitable pretreatment in vacuum is necessary to estimate the
real surface area. Porosimetry analyses showed that methyl-imogolite nanotubes with
quite different textural parameters can be statistically obtained. All samples show type I
shape isotherms typical of microporous materials. The very limited hysteresis loop can be
due to limited external mesopores, most probably derived from slit mesopores among
bundles. Moreover, they have a comparable inner diameter, while total and micropores
volumes decrease as the BET SSA values decrease, till a minimum value of 0.30 and 0.09
cm3/g, respectively. This general trend could be evident also from the decreasing intensity
of the main XRD peak, even if cannot be considered a reliable feature in each case. In
fact, the main reflection of Me-Imo #3 (green) with surface area of 671 m2/g has a higher
intensity as compared to Me-Imo #2 (blue) and Me-Imo #4 (fuchsia), characterized by
surface areas of 819 and 665 m2/g, respectively.
As a whole, Me-Imo #1 (black) is the sample with the highest surface area (1145
m2/g). Textural parameters are compared to those of the best common imogolite sample
obtained in Table 2. Figure 11a and 11b present the corresponding adsorption/desorption
isotherms and pore size distributions, respectively. Surface area of Me-Imo resulted to be
roughly more than twice as that of imogolite. Inner diameter length is also increased from
0.95 nm to 1.63 nm, thus confirming the increased SSA value recorded. In fact, larger
pores may form as cavities in the fibrous network of heterogeneous imogolite bundles.
Actually, it is necessary to highlight that small deviations can occur between
porosimetry and FE-SEM/HR-TEM results, probably due to the applied method for the
calculation of the PSD (zeolites kernel), which is not able to accurately describe the
structure of imogolite nanotubes.
Table 2: Textural parameters of Imo and Me-Imo, outgassed at 300 °C, as derived from combined
XRD patterns and N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K.
Sample

BET SSA
(m2/g)

Internal
SSA
(m2/g)

External
SSA
(m2/g)

Total
pore vol.
(cm3/g)

Micropores
vol.
(cm3/g)a

Inner
diameter
(nm)b

Outer
diameter
(nm)c

Me-Imo

1165

423

742

0.68

0.24

1.63

2.76

Imo

355

237

118

0.19

0.10

0.95

2.79

As evaluated by applying the s method.
As calculated by NL-DFT method to the adsorption branch of the isotherm.
c
As calculated by the d(100) reflection peak of XRD patterns according to an hexagonal packing.
a

b
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Figure 11: (a) N2 adsorption (square) and desorption (triangle) of Me-Imo (black)
and Imo (red); (b) Correspondent PSDs (NL-FDT method).

3.6. CH4 adsorption
The presence of a hydrophobic inner surface along with an outer hydrophilic one
could be in principle exploited in adsorption processes aimed at gas separation (e.g.
hydrocarbon recovery from wet gaseous streams) or storage: for this reason, adsorption of
methane was tested at 30 °C on Imo and Me-Imo, previously outgassed at 300 °C.
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For each sample, the first adsorption run was followed by a desorption step and a second
adsorption run was carried out after re-outgassing the samples at 300 °C, to check
process reversibility and materials stability. As shown by Figure 12, both type of
nanotubes can reversibly adsorbed methane in the explored pressure range; furthermore,
second adsorption run values are not affected by the additional outgassing treatment,
confirming thermal stability of the adsorbent. Curve-fits obtained by assuming a
Langmuir model of adsorption, show good agreement with experimental points: both the
maximum adsorbed volumes (76.81 and 29.65 cm3/g for Me-Imo and Imo, respectively)
and equilibrium constants (0.03 and 0.06 bar -1 for Me-Imo and Imo, respectively), were
calculated.

Figure 12: CH4 adsorption isotherms at 30 °C in the 5–35 bar pressure range measured
on Me-Imo and Imo previously outgassed at 300 °C. Full circles: 1°
adsorption run; empty circles: desorption run; stars: 2° adsorption run
performed after re-outgassing at 300 °C. Dotted lines: curve-fits obtained by
assuming a Langmuirian adsorption model [23].

Although the obtained average specific capacities are not still comparable to those
reported by other materials generally proposed as efficient methane adsorbents [24-26], it
results that Me-Imo adsorption capacity at 35 bar is 2.7% w/w, i.e. about 2.5 times larger
than that of Imo (1.4% w/w), in agreement with both its larger pore volume and the
presence of a methylated surface.
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3.7. Conclusions
Overall, in this chapter a brief review about chemical modifications of imogolite
nanotubes, either by direct or post synthesis routes, was presented. Particularly, synthesis
procedure and bare characterizations of the original hydrophobic imogolite structure, MeImo, were described in detail as well as its potential application as methane adsorbent.
Methyl-imogolite represents the starting material in this PhD work for the subsequent
post-synthesis amination, which will be present in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Aminated methyl-imogolite
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4.1. Introduction
Functionalization of an inorganic material surface by means of alkoxy derivatives
could be a complicated process [1-5], especially when the amount of grafting substance is
large. The first attempt to carry out silylation reactions with hydrolyzed 3aminopropyltriethoxysilane (3-APS) in aqueous media on Imo was reported by Johnson
and Pinnavia in 1990 [6,7]. A selective modification of the external surface was achived
if a little amount of 3-APS is used [6], while both surfaces are silylated if the amine
precursor is present in excess [7].
In this study for the first time the selective functionalization of the external surface
of Me-Imo is proposed, thus obtaining a new material, labeled Me-Imo-NH2. Aminoligands are known to offer reactive sites for reversible adsorption of CO2 [8], which will
be indeed studied by means of IR spectroscopy and volumetric measurements. Me-Imo,
contrary to nearly all cases in surface chemistry, can be considered an all-surface system,
of which the gross formula is simply (OH) 3Al2O3Si-CH3. The full functionalization with
3-APS of the external surface of Me-Imo should lead in principle to a substance with a
defined gross formula, NH2-(CH2)3-Si(O)3Al2O3SiCH3.
This helps in choosing the amount of 3-APS to be used. The most evident choice
is a molar ratio 1:1 between (OH)3Al2O3SiCH3 and 3-APS. Besides this composition, a
sample with a loading only ca one third of APS amount was considered and preferentially
used, for the following reasons:
o Due to the rigid structure of methyl-imogolite, not all external Al(OH)
groups can possibly react.
o The bulky aminopropyl groups are likely to cover the surface even at
loadings lower than the theoretical one.
o A “diluted” grafted phase is preferable when carrying out structural and
spectroscopic studies, being better defined.
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4.2. Synthesis
Me-Imo was obtained as described in Chapter 3. Few milligrams of the sample
were then dried at 150 °C in vacuum for 4 hours to remove moisture before the treatment
with 3-APS. To a stirred suspension of Me-Imo in anhydrous toluene (ca 60 ml), 3-APS
was added in the molar ratios Me-Imo:3-APS = 1:0.3 or 1:1. The resulting mixture was
then re-ﬂuxed at 100 °C for 12 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. The slurry was cooled to
room temperature and washed with toluene, the product then filtered and dried at room
temperature. Powder collected by introducing a 1:1 molar ratio will be labeled as MeImo-NH2-100, while for the 1:0.3 ratio, Me-Imo-NH2-30. Finally, in order to remove
adsorbed water without altering the nature of the surface, samples have been pretreated
usually at 150 °C in vacuum.

4.3. FE-SEM and XRD characterizations
FE-SEM micrograph of Me-Imo-NH2-30 is shown in Figure 1a. Morphology
seems to be unaltered after the grafting procedure. Analogously to Imo [9] and Me-Imo
[10], Me-Imo-NH2-30 results to be formed of interwoven fibers.

100 nm

Figure 1: FE-SEM image of Me-Imo-NH2 -30.
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Figure 2 compares the XRD patterns of Me-Imo (curve a), Me-Imo-NH2-30
(curve b) and Me-Imo-NH2-100 (curve c). It is noteworthy that all diffraction patterns
show basically the same reflections, although at different intensities, so ruling out the
possibility that functionalization only introduce some disordering in the nanotube array,
making the distance between nanotubes to vary from point to point of the nanotube itself.
The packing array is probably either hexagonal or tetragonal. Configuration could indeed
depend on the water content, because nanotubes cross section may change from elliptic to
circular, on varying the amount of water [11].
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of Me-Imo (black, curve a), Me-Imo-NH2 -30 (blue, curve b)
and Me-Imo-NH2 -100 (light blue, curve c).
For a moderate loading, reflections at relatively high angles are nearly untouched by the
presence of the grafted phase. Moreover, the reflection at ca 2 = 3.40°, typical of the
ordering of nanotubes, is almost at the same 2 value. However, its intensity has severely
decreased by the presence of moderate amounts of grafted 3-APS.
These evidence can be explained considering that the amination process does not
alter in a systematic way the distance between nanotubes, contrary to what expected from
a naïve point of view, but it just introduces disorder among the tubes. Actually, only
larger amounts of grafted material perturb both peaks position and intensity.
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In fact, the reflection of the main peak in curve c occurs at a slightly higher value, so
suggesting that the presence of aminopropyl chains can make the nanotubes come closer.
According to the literature, the loss of order because of functionalization with 3APS has been already noted for mesoporous materials [1,12-14].

4.4. FT-IR and MAS NMR characterizations
Figure 3 reports the FT-IR spectra of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH2-30 selfsupporting wafers outgassed at 150 °C. No molecular water is present, as shown by the
absence of the scissors mode band at 1630 cm-1 (downward arrow).
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Figure 3: FT-IR spectra of Me-Imo (black) and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (green) outgassed
at 150 °C.
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The 2970, 2920 and 1273 cm-1 bands of Me-Imo-NH2-30 are the stretching and bending
modes of methyl groups, respectively; bands at 2878 and 2823 cm-1 are instead due to the
stretching modes of CH2 groups (squares). In the C-H and N-H bending region, the 1414
cm-1 band is related to CH2 groups (square). Interestingly, the bands at 1608 and 1497 cm1

(asterisks) are not due to the primary amine functionality, but to deformation modes of

primary ammonium groups R-NH3+, as observed on aminated aluminosilicates [2,15].
The fact that protonated grafted species are formed, despite the synthesis is run in
anhydrous condition, could be explain considering the variety of mechanisms by which 3APS is known to graft silica [16] and alumina [17] surfaces, respectively. Scheme 1a and
1b present the most probable arrangements that can be expected to be evidenced on
methyl-imogolite surface [6,7].

Scheme 1: Possible (a) Tx species on alumina external surface; (b) oligomerization
of 3-APS precursor.
The assignment of protonated species is confirmed by the spectra in Figure 4, which
compares the N-H bending IR region of the sample as prepared, and the same after a mild
treatment with a 0.001 M NaOH solution, able to convert ammonium ions into substituted
amine species.
The absorption envelope in the upper curve is due to aluminol species only, while
the corresponding envelope in the lower spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (from now on) is
broader and more complex. An Evans window (Fermi resonance effect) is probably
present at ca 3200 cm-1 [18], a frequency close to overtones and combination modes of
low-lying absorptions.
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The more marked broadness of the O-H stretching absorption can be explained by Hbonding interaction between un-exchanged aluminol species, still present on the outer
surface, and grafted 3-APS.
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Figure 4: FT-IR spectra of Me-Imo-NH2-30 (blue) and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (green).
MAS NMR investigations are in agreement with FT-IR results and confirm the
expected grafting mechanism proposed in Scheme 1a and 1b. The aminated sample
analyzed is protonated Me-Imo-NH3+-30. Despite it is generally assumed to be difficult to
discriminate between protonated and unprotonated terminal amino groups [16], more
specific interpretations can be given if experimental and simulated NMR patterns are
compared. Particularly, 1H and

13

C NMR simulated spectra of fresh 3-APS and 3-APS

protonated are gathered in Appendix II.
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Figure 5a compares the

29

Si MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3 +-

30 outgassed at room temperature. The former has a resonance at ca -43 ppm
corresponding to Si-CH3 species on the inner surface [10]. The same peak is also
present in Me-Imo-NH3+-30 with similar intensity, showing, as expected, that the
inner surface remains unaffected because the 3-APS grafting is likely taking place on
the outer surface of the Me-Imo nanotubes (on the aluminum side).
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Figure 5: (a) 29Si MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (green) and Me-Imo (black)
outgassed at room temperature; (b) deconvolution of 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30.
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Strong evidence for the 3-APS grafting is given on the spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30
by both the absence of a resonance at -45 ppm where ungrafted APS should appear
[19], and the presence of a broad resonance in the -(50-69) ppm range, which can be
assigned to one (ca -50 ppm), two (ca -54/-60 ppm) and three-legged (-69 ppm)
grafted species (Scheme 1a, Figure 5b) [6,7,16,17,20-25]. The new peak at ca -64
ppm may indicate silicon atoms being in different enivroment, i.e. involved in the
polimerization of 3-APS (Scheme 1b). The ratio of the integrated areas of the broad
peak (3-APS) and -43 ppm peak (inner Si-CH 3 ) is approximately equal to 0.30, a
value coinciding with the synthesis molar ratio, Me-Imo:3-APS = 1:0.3. This result is
the first evidence that the aminated precursor reacted quantitativeley.
Figure 6 shows the CP { 1 H}-13 C MAS NMR spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30
outgassed at room temperature and 150 °C. Traces of toulene are expectedly found in
fresh Me-Imo-NH3+-30 sample, as detected by the presence of two peaks at 128 and
124 ppm, respectivley.
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Figure 6: CP {1H}-13C MAS NMR spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at room
temperature and 150 °C.
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Nevertheless, thermal treatment at 150°C is enough to completley removed the
solvent impurity. Moreover, the three characteristic resonances at 9.8, 21.7 and 44.4
ppm, corresponding to the three carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain of the
aminopropyl group [16,20,26], are proper only of the aminated sample, while the -1.0
ppm peak is assigned to the carbon atom of the Si-CH3 species, common to both
samples. No other resonance can be observed in the

13

C spectrum, confirming that the

ethoxy groups are fully eliminated during the grafting process. In fact, simulated

13

C

NMR pattern of pure 3-APS (Appendix II) shows two peaks at 18 and 59 ppm,
respectively.
Figure 7 presents the comparison between CP {1 H}-13 C MAS NMR of MeImo-NH3+-30 and Me-Imo outgassed at 150 °C.
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Figure 7: CP {1H}-13C MAS NMR spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 and Me-Imo
outgassed at 150°C.
1

H-Echo spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3 +-30 outgassed at 150 °C is shown in Figure

8. Well resolved peaks are present, corresponding to hydrogen atoms of inner methyl
groups bonded to silicon as well as those of the aminopropyl chain, which thus
appears to be non-degraded during the reaction.
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Particularly, the more shifted methylene group (C) of the chain is that which is
directly bonded to the amino group (D). Evidence of the protonation of terminal NH 2
groups are the presence of resonances at ca 7 ppm, which may indicate their particular
orientations on the surface. In fact, as compared to simulated patterns, 1 H-Echo NMR
spectrum of unprotonated 3-APS does not show peaks at higher chemical shift than 4
ppm.
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Figure 8: 1H- Echo MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C.
Furthermore, 2D HETCOR (Heteronuclear Correlation) 1 H-13 C experiment of
Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C (Figure 9) confirms that no correlation between
outer chains and inner methyl groups is present, thus it can be concluded that they
belong to different domains.
Finally, on

27

Al MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo-NH3 +-30 and Me-Imo

outgassed at room temperature (Figure 10), a similar resonance is observed at ca 5
ppm in both cases, showing that the coordination of the aluminum atoms is not
affected by the functionalization process.
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Figure 9: 2D HETCOR 1H-13C experiment of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C.
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Figure 10: Al MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (green) and Me-Imo (black)
outgassed at room temperature.
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Hence, from NMR adn FT-IR spectra it can be confirmed that 3-APS was selective
grafted on the external surface and aminopropyl chains remained intacts. These
observations lead to the proposition that external silicon atoms are present in different
enivroments, i.e. involved in Tx protonated species (x=1,2,3) and partially also in the
oligomerization of 3-APS.

4.5. Porosity characterization by N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms
Figure 11a reports N2 isotherms at 77 K of Me-Imo outgassed at 300°C and MeImo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150°C and 300°C, respectively. Relative Pore Size
Distributions (PSDs) and XRD patterns are shown in Figure 11b and 11c. Both Me-Imo
and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 show a Type IV isotherm, with limited hysteresis loops. BET SSA
is 665 m2/g for Me-Imo, while that of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C is slightly
smaller (518 m2/g). Correspondingly, a limited loss of total pores volume occurred,
basically due to a decrease in microporosity (Table 1). However, if the aminated sample
is outgassed at 300 °C, total and external surface are drastically decreased, from 518 to
303 m2/g and from 499 to 189 m2/g, respectively. In this case, Type II isotherm seems to
be obtained.
Table 1: Textural parameters of Me-Imo-NH3+ and the corresponding Me-Imo source outgassed
at 150 °C and 300 °C, respectively, as derived from combined XRD patterns and N 2 adsorption
isotherms at 77 K.
Sample
Me-Imo-300

BET SSA
(m2/g)

Internal
SSA
(m2/g)

External
SSA
(m2/g)

Total
pore vol.
(cm3/g)

Micropores
vol.
(cm3/g)a

Inner
diameter
(nm)b

Outer
diameter
(nm)c

665

265

400

0.39

0.09

1.64

2.98

518

19

499

0.35

0.004

1.57

2.99

303

114

189

0.32

0.004

1.65

3.05

+

Me-Imo-NH3 -30
outgassed at 150 °C
Me-Imo-NH3+-30
outgassed at 300 °C

As evaluated by applying the s method.
As calculated by NL-DFT method to the adsorption branch of the isotherm.
c
As calculated by the d(100) reflection peak of XRD patterns according to an hexagonal packing.
a

b
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As it will be explained in Chapter 5, when the stability of Imo, Me-Imo and MeImo-NH2 samples will be discussed in detail, 150 °C seems to be the limiting
pretreatment temperature that can guarantee the structural integrity of the aminated
sample. In fact, beyond this temperature, the aminated external group is completely lost,
as MAS NMR spectra at higher outgassing temperature in ultra high vacuum will
confirm. PSDs of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 show indeed a decrease of the pores
population at ca 2 nm, along with some formation of mesopores. A possible mechanism
for the decrease in microporosity is the blockage of pores mouth by grafted 3-APS, while
a grafting at the inner wall seeming unlikely.
Finally, it can be interestingly noticed that the intensity of the XRD (100)
reflection for Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 300 °C, grows upon thermal treatment. This
behavior can be explained by a more ordered packaging of nanotubes due to water
removal [11], in contrast with what usually observed with both Imo [9] and Me-Imo [10].
Moreover, even if the external aminopropyl group is not present, nanotubes integrity is
preserved.
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Figure 11: (a) N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of Me-Imo-300 (black), Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C (green) and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 300
°C (pink). Numbers close to each curve indicate the corresponding BET SSA
value; (b) PSDs (NL-FDT method) and (c) XRD patterns.
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4.6. XPS and TGA-Mass characterizations
XPS spectra of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 and Me-Imo are shown in Figure 12. As
expected, N1s line at 399.4 eV is present only in the aminated sample. O1s line at 531.8 eV
is specifically assigned to atoms connected to silicon atom (Si2p at 101.8 eV) [27]. As a
surface characterization technique, XPS results proof that amino-silanes are present at the
outer surface, as reported in the literature for similar systems [28,29]. Chlorine
contamination from perchloric acid, used in the hydrolysis step of the synthesis, is
evidenced by the peak at ca 200 eV.
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Figure 12: XPS spectra of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (green) and Me-Imo (black). As expected,
N1s line is present only in the aminated sample.

Figure 13a reports both integral and differential thermo-gravimetric curves for
Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30. Whereas with Imo, a prominent weight loss related to the
release of molecular water occurs below 250 °C, with both Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+30, the loss of molecular water is much more limited and occurs at lower temperatures,
due to their higher hydrophobicity. The mass loss at about 325 °C with Me-Imo is related
to the dehydroxylation of the outer surface [10], i.e. the removal of Al-OH groups: such
process takes place at about the same temperatures with Imo [9].
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With Me-Imo-NH3+-30, the mass loss at higher temperatures is due to the decomposition
of the organic moiety, because fragments like H2O+, CH3+, NH+, CH4+, NH2+, NH3+,
C2H4+ are released (Figure 13b). Little variations from MAS NMR results concerning MeImo-NH3+ stability could be due to the different operating conditions, i.e. level of vacuum
achieved.
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Figure 13: a) TGA analysis in flowing N2 of Imo (red), Me-Imo (black) and
Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (green); b) Mass data for Me-Imo-NH3+-30.
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4.7. Conclusions
Synthesis procedure, structure and chemical properties of a new aminated
nanotube material of the methyl-imogolite type by a post synthesis reaction have been
described. Techniques employed confirmed the selective functionalization of the external
surface. Reaction with 3-APS does not concern only the external portion of the nanotube
bundles: it also brings about a limited loss in microporosity, probably because of grafting
at the mouth of nanotubes, and an increased disorder in the alignment of nanotubes,
without a big loss of specific surface area and without a sizable change in the distance
between nanotubes. FT-IR spectroscopy shows that terminal NH2 groups are protonated,
and that a mild treatment with a dilute NaOH solution can bring back the expected amine
functionality.
As a general conclusion, it is worth of note that, in contrast with the more famous
carbon nanotubes, Imo-derived nanotubes may be functionalized under mild conditions
by means of direct or post-synthesis procedure. In particular, properties of both the inner
and the outer surface may be properly changed, and the hydrophilicity of the material
may be modulated as well as porosity and thermal stability. This may open the way to
new and promising applications.

4.8. CO2 adsorption
4.8.1. FT-IR measurements
Figure 14a shows the FT-IR spectra in the 2400-2000 cm-1 region of Me-ImoNH2-30 sample unprotonated in weak basic solution, as commonly suggested in literature
[30,31] and outgassed at room temperature in interaction with CO 2 (pressure range 0-60
mbar). In order to obtained reversible adsorption of carbon dioxide on the surface of
aminated adsorbents, at least two unprotonated amino-ligands should be available. In fact,
interaction between CO2 and primary amines (Scheme 2) in the gas phase, leads to the
formation of alkylammonium carbamate species, according to the following reaction
2 R-NH2 + CO2 --> R-NHCOO- +H3N-R

(Eq.1)
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Scheme 2: Schematic representation of alkylammonium carbamate species on the outer
surface of Me-Imo-NH2-30.
The presence of relative carbamic species is assigned to the coexistence of 1554, 1441
and 1330 cm-1 bands [29]. With respect to literature, which refers mainly to mesoporous
grafted adsorbents like SBA-15, the former band in case of imogolite-like materials is
shifted from 1595 to 1554 cm-1. Physisorbed gas (2339 cm-1) and carbonate-like species
[32,33] are also formed on Me-Imo-NH2-30 surface, by the interaction of the gas with
free aluminols on the surface, as the raising band at 1670 cm-1 band present in both MeImo-NH2-30 and Me-Imo samples (Figure 14b), confirms. Particularly, the position of
this band at the surface of metal oxides refers to bidentate carbonates [33]. The result
achieved is in agreement with the previous MAS NMR and FT-IR results on the fresh
sample. In fact, the entire aminated precursor reacted with the surface, leading to the
formation of different amino species (Scheme 1), leaving some free aluminol groups thus
being able to react with carbon dioxide. For comparison, reactivity of imogolite towards
CO2 is shown in Figure 14c. It is evident that the gas may interact with nanotubes in
different ways, i.e.
1) Me-Imo-NH2-30, by forming quite reversible carbamic species (1554, 1441, 1330
cm-1), physisorbed CO2 (2339 cm-1) and bicarbonate species (1670 cm-1).
2) Me-Imo, by reversible physisorption as shown by the characteristic CO 2 peak at
2341 cm-1. Carbonate-like species are also formed, as the presence of the 1670,
1451 and 1325 cm-1 bands confirm. Accordingly, the 1554 cm-1 band, typical of
carbamic species, is not present, as highlighted by the downward arrow in Figure
14b.
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3) Imo, by reversible H-bonding interaction with inner silanols group (2342 cm-1
band) and by the formation of carbonate-like species at the outer surface, which is
known to be weakly basic [9] (1652 and 1410 cm-1 bands).
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Figure 14: CO2 dosage in the 0-60 mbar pressure range on (a) Me-Imo-NH2-30, (b)
Me-Imo and (c) Imo. All samples have been previously outgassed at room
temperature.
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4.8.2. Volumetric measurements
Figure 15 reports the CO2 adsorption isotherms at 0 °C of unprotonated Me-ImoNH2-30 outgassed at 150 °C, as well as Imo and Me-Imo pretreated at 300 °C, up to 0.03
atm. Despite comparable volumetric CO2 uptakes (cm3/g) are found (Table 2), Me-ImoNH2-30 resulted to adsorb a higher amount with respect to Imo as well as a slightly lower
amount as compared to Me-Imo. This result is reasonable since not all the outer surface
has been functionalized, as FT-IR evidence showed. Interestingly, the only Langmuir
model interpolation of data revealed to be not satisfactory. On the contrary, combining
Langmuir and Henry models (Table 2), curve fittings resulted to be acceptable.
Comparable values of the thermodynamic constant of interaction (KL) are found for Imo
and Me-Imo, while a greater value is obtained in case of Me-Imo-NH2-30 (Figure 16).
These results are consistent with the presence of two adsorption sites at the inner and at
the outer surface of the tubes, respectively.
Table 2: Textural parameters of Imo, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH2-30, as derived from
CO2 adsorption isotherms at 0 °C. Parameters estimated by combining Langmuir (L) and
Henry (H) models are also reported.
Sample
CO2 uptake (cm3/g)
VL
KL
KH
Adj. R-square
Me-Imo-NH2-30
Me-Imo
Imo

36.5
41.6
32.7

16
17
21

345
281
282

345
280
282

0.99932
0.99950
0.99502
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40
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5
0
0,000
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0,030

2

Figure 15: Volumetric CO2 adsorption isotherms at 0°C on Me-Imo-NH2-30
(stars), Me-Imo (triangles) and Imo (squares).
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Figure 16: Curve-fits of volumetric CO2 adsorption isotherms with Langmuir, Henry
and combined Langmuir/Henry models for (a) Me-Imo-NH2-30, (b) MeImo and (c) Imo.
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Finally, Table 3 gathers volumetric CO2 uptakes that have been estimated by other
authors for common solid adsorbents, in the same operative conditions.
Table 3: Recent review of CO2 uptake in the operative conditions of this study of
common solid adsorbents.
Amine
precursor

BET SSA
(m2/g)

Me-Imo-NH2-30
Me-Imo
Imo
Zeolite 13X
YO-MOF
MOF-5
Microporous
Zn-MOF
Zn-Adeniate
MOF

3-APS
-----------

518
665
355
482
--811

CO2 uptake
(cc/gadsorbent STP)
at 0.03 atm and 0 °C
36.5
41.6
32.7
125
20
17

---

41

4

37

---

---

20

38

MOF SNU-77

DMA

3670

Comparable with
Me-Imo-NH2

39

Aminated
Silica gel

3-APS

---

9

40

Adsorbent

Reference
This study
This study
This study
34
35
36

4.8.3. Conclusions
Interaction of imogolite-like materials with carbon dioxed showed the presence of
two adsorption sites at the inner and at the outer surface of the nanotubes, respectively.
Besides the physisorbed gas, which is present in each sample, in case of Me-Imo and Imo,
only reversible carbonate-like species are formed, while for Me-Imo-NH2 quite reversible
carbamic species are also present, confirming the successful functionalization. Moreover,
comparable volumetric adsorption measurements of CO2 are found, according to the
following sequence
Me-Imo > Me-Imo-NH2-30 > Imo
This result is reasonable, since not all the outer surface of Me-Imo has been
functionalized. As a whole, with the exception of Zeolite 13X [34], which is a well
known good adsorbent, imogolite-like materials evidence comparable uptake capacity
with common fresh and aminated MOF (Metal Organic Frameworks) materials.
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Chapter 5
Stability of imogolite-type material
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5.1. Introduction
Besides physical-chemical properties, it is of paramount importance to study the
thermal stability of solid materials, in terms of structural modifications and related
features, due to thermal treatments up to high temperatures.
The collapsing mechanism of natural occurring imogolite and synthetic imogolite
has been proposed for the first time by MacKenzie et al. in 1989 [1]. MAS NMR
observations suggested that at least two fracture schemes may be encountered, leading to
different lamellar structures (Scheme 1A and 1B).

A

B

Scheme 1: Collapsing mechanisms (A or B) proposed for Imo sample by MacKenzie
et al. [1]

In general, elimination of the Si-OH groups is expected to proceed by cleavage of
the nanotubes, which can have been started by dehydroxylation of some external Al-OH
groups [2].
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Firstly, the loss of structure integrity may happen across nanotubes diameter, causing the
tubes to flatten with the formation of the following repeating sequence: Al-O-Si-O-Si-OAl (Scheme 1A). A second mechanism proposed, wants instead the vertical cleavage of
two adjacent nanotubes to happen. As a consequence, they eventually condensate in a
different lamellar structure. In fact, in this second case hydroxyl elimination would occur
between silanols groups of one tube and aluminol groups of a second tube, resulting in the
following repeating units: Al-O-Si-O-Al-O-Si (Scheme 1B). Despite this, the latter
mechanism was considered less likely, both on the basis of theoretical calculations and
structural considerations, i.e. the presence of low concentration of Al-OH groups in close
proximity, thus not allowing the condensation between close tubes [1].
Recently, new details about dehydration, dehydroxylation and partial rehydroxylation of imogolite up to 400 °C have been proposed by Nair and co-workers [3].
They agree with the first collapsing mechanism occurring for Imo and mentioned by
MacKenzie. Moreover, they proposed in detail the structural changes referring to the
dehydroxylation of the external nanotubular gibbsite layer, on the basis of

27

Al MAS-

NMR measurements. Particularly, three different layer structure were identified in which
Al(VI), Al(IV) and also Al(V) atoms are present, the latter being NMR-invisible for old
instruments.
Nevertheless, no information is available for the irreversible collapsing
mechanism of Imo and those of the new successfully synthetized hybrid imogolite-like
materials, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30.

5.2. MAS NMR measurements
Figure 1A and 1B show the 29Si MAS NMR and

27

Al MAS NMR spectra of Imo

outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C, respectively. A recent paper has
demonstrated a quite reversible formation of silanols upon rehydration at 400 °C [3]. The
quantitative 29Si experiments reported here show instead that the irreversible collapsing of
nanotubular imogolite into an allophane-like lamellar structure via silanol condensation,
Q3(6Al)  Q4(6Al), occurs at 500 °C, as clearly seen by the presence of a single broad
peak centered at -93 ppm [1]. Moreover, this is also confirmed by the total disappearance
of the -80 ppm peak, which is commonly assigned to the presence of Q3(6Al) species in
the imogolite nanotube structure, up to 400 °C [1,3].
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Figure 1: (A) 29Si MAS NMR and (B) 27Al MAS NMR spectra of Imo outgassed at
(a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C. Stars denote spinning sidebands.
Irreversible morphological changes are expected also in

27

Al MAS NMR spectra.

In fact, up to 150 °C, aluminum atoms are only VI coordinated, as shown by the presence
of the single peak 4.5 ppm; at 300 °C, a partial contribution of Al(V) at ca 30 ppm [3] and
Al(IV) at ca 60 ppm [3] appears, while at 500 °C the octahedral Al sites are only a minor
part of a broad band in the 80 to -80 ppm range, in which the three different aluminum
environments can be still distinguished. XRD patterns and N2 physisorption isotherms
reported in our recent paper have already foreseen these results [4]. Overall, for Imo the
unique and most probable collapsing mechanism proposed by MacKenzie, which
corresponds to the cleavage across the tubes, can be confirmed.
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Interesting and quite different results with respect to Imo, were obtained for the
two hydrophobic imogolite samples. Both samples turned out to be stable, as well as Imo,
up to 150 °C. However, at 300 °C a small modification of the structure is evidenced, till
the irreversible collapsing into a non-tubular structure at 500 °C.
Firstly, the effect of thermal treatment on the different samples was studied by 13 C
NMR. CP {1H}-13C MAS-NMR of Me-Imo (Figure 2A) and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (Figure
2B) outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C, respectively, as well as 13C MASNMR of the samples outgassed at 500 °C (d), confirmed that below 150 °C the grafted
species stay nearly unaffected.

A

Si-CH3

a
b
c

*
75

60

A

45

B

30

d
 (ppm)

15

0

-15

Si-CH3

C

B

Si- CH2- CH2- CH2- NH2

C

B

-30

A

a

b
c
d
75

60

45

30

15

0

-15

-30

 (ppm)

Figure 2: CP {1H}-13C MAS-NMR (A) Me-Imo and (B) Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed
at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C. Relative 13C MAS-NMR spectra
are reported in curves d.
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With Me-Imo-150, a single peak due to inner Si-CH3 group, at -1.2 ppm is
observed. It is indeed a reasonable chemical shift value for such species, since this type of
bond is the same present in TMS (tetramethylsilane), i.e. the NMR reference used for
silicon atom. However, at 300 °C the silicon environment of Me-Imo changes, as can be
seen from the contribution of a second peak rising at ca -6 ppm. Carbon negative
chemical shift in MAS NMR spectra are not so commonly found, as the lacking of
literature reveals. However, they can be assigned to the presence of similar dendritic
carbosilanes structures [5]. At 500 °C, nanotubes completely collapsed. The methyl
species resonance shifts to the -4.3 to -8.6 ppm range and the decreased overall intensity
shows a significant loss of the total amount of carbon atoms. A possible explanation
could be that part of methyl groups leave the structure at 500°C, and part remains but
with a different environment, as confirmed by the chemical shift change. Finally, a new
peak at 30 ppm reveals the possibility that some of the methyl groups react with OH
species, which lead to the formation of Si-CH2-O-Al groups.
An analogue result was obtained for aminated Me-Imo-NH3+-30. In fact, only up
to 150°C the nanotube structure as well as the outer aminated surface is preserved. In fact,
inner Si-CH3 and methylene signals are present, at -1.2, 9.5, 21.8 and 44.5 ppm,
respectively. At higher temperatures, starting from 300 °C, the grafted chain on the outer
surface is almost lost, as the disappearance of the propyl carbon chain peaks revealed.
Despite this, Si-CH3 inner groups are still present. At 500 °C, both the CP {1H}-13C
MAS-NMR (c) and direct 13C (d) spectra show instead the formation of the new peaks at
30 ppm and negative chemical resonances in the 0 to -10 ppm range, respectively, at the
same positions of those evidenced for Me-Imo-500. It is important to not that after 300 °C
both side of the nanotubes present Si-CH3 groups.
Overall, it is thus difficult to conclude on the actual mechanism of the collapsing
process, as the above results seem to be in contradiction with previous theory.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the

29

Si MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo and Me-

Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C, respectively.
Coherently with the previous results, silicon environment of the Si-CH3 group starts
changing at 300 °C, when a new peak arise at ca -90 ppm. Tx species of Me-Imo-NH3+-30
are almost lost at 300 °C, even if tubes structure is maintained, while at 500 °C the same
non-tubular phase as Me-Imo-500 is obtained.
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Figure 3: 29Si MAS-NMR of Me-Imo outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C.
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Figure 4: 29Si MAS-NMR of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and
(c) 500 °C.
The presence of a peak at -40 ppm and the peak centered at -90 ppm can be
explained if it is assumed that some Si-CHx species are actually included in the final
structure, as well as the formation of Si-O-Si linked. The first resonance is consistent with
the fact one part of the Si-CH3 is present at the external surface of the laminar form, then
following the second mechanism proposed by MacKenzie. The second peak is instead
only possible if the CH3 are removed, and if new bounds between silicon are created (SiO-Si).
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Moreover, the two hybrid imogolite samples seem to react in the same way, even if some
modification on the surface decrease the accessibility to Al-OH groups and the possibility
to form Si-CH2-O-Al. Nevertheless, it is important to note that for Me-Imo-NH3+-30 the
total amount of carbon is much lower than on Me-Imo and the species Si-CH3 and SiCH2-O-Al can be present in minority.
As a general comment, it is probable that with these two sample both collapsing
mechanisms take place: the first one, when methyl groups are removed at high
temperature (higher than 300 °C); the second one, if methyl groups of two closed
nanotubes are able to create Si-CH2-O-Al links. The latter mechanism seems to be less
probable. However, it can explain why species at -40 ppm on 29Si MAS NMR are present
with very low intensity.
Finally, the

27

Al MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo (figure 5) and Me-Imo-NH3+-30

(figure 6) outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C are reported. Similar results
to Imo are obtained (Figure 1B). In fact, at 300 °C, aluminum environment starts
changing, accordingly to
that

27

29

Si and

13

C MAS NMR evidence. However, it is remarkable

Al MAS NMR spectra of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 at 300°C present less

modification than at 150°C, as compared to same experiment on Imo. This is a strong
evidence that the functionalized structure is less sensitive to the temperature. Moreover,
both structures eventually show the same aluminum environment, which is in agreement
with the fact that both samples collapsed in the same way.
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Figure 5: 27Al MAS-NMR of Me-Imo outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C.
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Figure 6: 27Al MAS-NMR of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at (a) 150 °C, (b) 300 °C and
(c) 500 °C.

5.2.1. Cross polarization (CP) study on Me-Imo outgassed at 500 °C

Basics of CP technique are discussed in Appendix II. In this section, cross
polarization study on Me-Imo outgassed at 500 °C is presented. Particularly, CP
dynamics of 29Si nucleus provides information on the effective magnitude of the

29

Si-1H

dipolar interaction experienced by the silicon nucleus. The gain in signal sensitivity is
caused by the transfer of magnetization from 1H to

29

Si during the τCP contact time

(Figure 7), which ideally gives an enhancement in intensity by a factor of 5 (=

)

[6]. Moreover, this kind of sequence acts like a Si-H filter, since only silicon species that
are dipolar couples to 1H are detected by this rf pulse scheme [7].
For this dynamic study, the τCP range considered is 0.5-80 ms. Figure 8 shows the
CP

29

Si-1H MAS spectra collected: two main peaks seem to be affected by the

polarization, at -42 ppm and -90 ppm, respectively. In order to estimate the

29

Si

magnetization, Msi(τCP), an analytical expression must be derived. Eq. 1a and 1b shows a
simplified theoretical equation
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90°x

τCP
Figure 7: The CP (Cross Polarization) pulse sequence. The effect of the sequence is to
transfer magnetization from the abundant 1H spins to the X (= 29Si) spin via
the agency of the dipolar coupling between 1H and 29Si spins.
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Figure 8: CP {1H}-29Si MAS dynamic study on Me-Imo outgassed at 500°C. τCP
contact time was varied from 0.5 ms to 80 ms.
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where MH(0), is the 1H magnetization after the 90°x 1H pulse, T1ρH is the 1H rotatingframe relaxation time, T1ρSi the 29Si rotating-frame relaxation time and TSiH is the 1H-29Si
CP time. Accordingly to literature concerning inorganic materials [7], we assume that
T1ρSi >> T1ρH. The time constants, TSiH and T1ρH, as well as MH(0), can be determined
from a three-parameter least-squares fit of Eq. 1 to the signal intensities observed in the
dynamic CP study. Figure 9 and 10 present the experimental data fitting for peak (-42
ppm) and peak (-90 ppm), respectively. Low and high τCP interpolation equations are also
indicated. Table 1 gathers the estimated parameters.
Table 1: TSiH and T1ρH, and MH(0) parameters estimated by three
parameter least-squares fit of Eq. 1.
Parameter
Peak (-42 ppm)
Peak (-90 ppm)
4.4 ms
1.7 ms
ρ

225 ms

233 ms

18.8 a.u.

6.7 a.u.

The values reported in Table 1 for both resonance show that the polarization of the
species at -42 ppm is much slower than that of the species at -90 ppm, in agreement with
the fact that the resonance at -42 ppm is attributed to Si-CH3 at the inner surface. The
mobility of the protons of the CH3 groups strongly reduces their ability to polarize the
attached silicon.
In a previous study, McCucheon et al. [8] found values of TSiH = 1.53 ms and T1ρH
= 15.7 ms. These values were obtained for an imogolite at room temperature, i.e. for
silicon in the form Q3(6Al) with an OH groups corresponding to the peak at -80 ppm on
29

Si MAS NMR of Imo.
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Figure 9: Experimental data fitting of the evolution of peak (-42 ppm) intensity
at different
value. Low, high and theoretical equations of the 29Si
magnetization are displayed.
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Figure 10: Experimental data fitting of the evolution of peak (-90 ppm) intensity
at different
value. Low, high and theoretical equations of the 29Si
magnetization are displayed.
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5.2.2.

27

Al MQMAS of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C

Basics of bidimensional MQMAS technique are reported in Appendix II. In this
section, quantitative and more practical analysis of the MQMAS spectrum of Me-ImoNH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C, is discussed in detail.
Generally, an MQMAS spectrum of a solid sample can be schematically
represented as shown in Figure 11 [9].

F2

QIS
α PQ 2
CS
F1
Figure 11: Representation of a general MQMAS spectrum with the relative main
parameters. CS, chemical shift axis; QIS, quadrupolar axis (dot line);
PQ, second order quadrupolar effect (defined in the text).
It shows resonance bands aligned to an A-axis of slope R, function of the coherence p and
parallel to F2-axis (

, defined by the following equation (Eq. 2)

(Eq. 2)

The quadrupolar chemical shift, ωQIS, is defined as follows (Eq. 3)

(Eq. 3)
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where I is the nucleus spin, , defined as the slope of the quadrupolar axis, QISaxis,

is the Larmor frequency,

is the quadrupolar splitting and

rank coefficient of the central transition. Particularly, for 27Al (I = 3/2), R and

is the zerovalues are

7/9 and -3, respectively. The chemical shift, δCS, and the second order quadrupolar effect
parameter, PQ (Eq. 4), are easily obtained by the projection of the gravity centers of
resonance corresponding to the A-axis and QIS-axis. PQ is a function of the quadrupolar
coupling, CQ, and of the tensor representing the electric field gradient, ηQ,

(Eq. 4)

If the quadrupolar interaction is negligible, the resonance would appear as a
narrow peak of coordinates (p

δCS, -

δCS), on the multiple-quantum and mono-

quantum direction, respectively. Thus, it is possible to define the chemical shift axis, CSaxis, passing from the origin (0,0) with slope of –p.
Figure 12 shows the MQMAS spectrum of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C.
As already discussed above, analogously to imogolite [1,3,10], thermal treatment on
hydrophobic imogolite-like materials causes the collapsing of the nanotubular structure,
so forming new Al(IV) and Al(V) sites, besides the original Al(VI). This spectra mainly
shows that the three peak observed on the

27

Al MAS spectra (Figure 6) are distinct

species and not the features of a single spectrum, as often happens with quadrupolar
nuclei, such as Al.

Figure 12: 27Al MQMAS of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C.
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5.3. TGA-Mass measurements
Figure 13a and 13b show the mass fragments leaving the surface of Me-ImoNH3+-30 and Me-Imo, respectively.
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Figure 13: Mass fragments leaving the surface of (a) Me-Imo-NH3+-30 and (b) Me-Imo.
As already discussed in Chapter 4, mass fragments released by aminated methylimogolite are H2O+, CH3+, NH+, CH4+, NH2+, NH3+, C2H4+ confirming the decomposition
of the outer organic layer and, consequently, the successful amination procedure of the
material. Unexpectedly, the main fragment leaving Me-Imo surface, C3H3+, is not
detected for Me-Imo-NH3+-30.
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Since MAS NMR results clearly evidenced that the two methylated imogolite materials
collapse with the same mechanism, thus forming the same segregated phase, this result
could be explained considering that the ethyl C2H4+ fragment, which leaves Me-ImoNH3+-30 surface, is not coming from the outer chain but from inner tubes.

5.4. XRD patterns
Figure 14 reports the comparison among the XRD patterns of fresh Imo, Me-Imo
and Me-Imo-NH3+-30, with the corresponding patterns of lamellar phases obtained by
heating at 500 °C under Ar flux. The resulting single reflection at higher 2Ɵ is coherent
with lamellar phase patterns of aluminosilicates [11].
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Figure 14: XRD patterns of fresh Imo (straight, red), Me-Imo (straight, black) and
Me-Imo-NH3+-30 (straight, green) and the corresponding patterns (dot
lines) of samples heated at 500 °C under Ar flux.
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5.5. Conclusions
XRD diffraction showed that nanotubes integrity of Imo, Me-Imo and Me-ImoNH3+-30 is maintained up to 300 °C.
TGA-MS analysis revealed that grafted amino groups of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 start to
decompose above 150 °C. Mass fragments leaving the surface of aminated methylimogolite are H2O+, CH3+, NH+, CH4+, NH2+, NH3+, C2H4+, confirming the decomposition
of the outer organic layer and, consequently, the successful amination procedure of the
material.
Collapsing of the structure is evidenced instead by the formation of a lamellar
phase at 500 °C. With Imo, the mechanism proposed wants the cleavage of nanotubes to
happen across their diameter, causing the formation of the following repeating sequence,
Al-O-Si-O-Si-O-Al. With hybrid imogolite-like samples the mechanism is much more
complex. Two processes seem to act subsequently: the first one, when methyl groups are
removed at high temperature (higher than 300 °C); the second one, if methyl groups of
two closed nanotubes are able to create Si-CH2-O-Al links.
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Chapter 6
Acidity and basicity of imogolite-type
materials: a FT-IR study
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6.1. Introduction
Catalytic and adsorptive properties of solids depend on their surface chemistry.
Particularly, FT-IR technique can provide direct information about the functional groups
and adsorbed species present on the surface, as well as their coordination and strength of
interaction [1,2]. As a consequence, information about the acidity/basicity of the material
can be acquired. However, in order to discriminate between bulk and surface species, a
study of the interaction between solid adsorbents and probe molecules must be performed
[1-5]. The alteration of the spectral features as a result of the adsorption can provide
information about the surface sites. An ideal FT-IR measurement should meet these main
criteria [4,6]:


The extinction coefficients of the informative bands must be as high as possible.
Moreover, these bands should be in spectral regions in which the sample is
transparent.



Probe molecules should not cause any chemical modification of the surface and
they need to be small enough to avoid steric hindrance of the adsorption.
Additionally, they should have spectral parameters that are sensitive to the sites
states on which they are adsorbed.

Probe molecules may be classified according to their abilities to test surface acidic sites,
basic sites and oxygen vacancies.
There are two kind of surface acidity, Lewis and Brønsted. Brønsted acid sites are
surface hydroxyl groups that provide H+ species for protonation of bases, whereas Lewis
sites are cus cations. It follows that probe molecules for determination of surface acidity
may be strong or weak bases [7,8]. The most frequently used strong base is ammonia
[7,9-11]. NH3 can interact with acidic Brønsted and Lewis sites through the lone pair of
the nitrogen atom. Particularly, the interaction with acidic Brønsted sites can lead to the
formation of ammonium ions. Monodentate, bidentate, tridentate species might be formed
depending on the number of sites interacting with the protons of each ammonium ion
[12,13]. Such structures have different vibrational activities due to their different local
group symmetry.
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At high dosing pressures, ammonia may interact also with silanols, forming very weak Hbonded species [12,14].
Surface basicity has instead to be estimated by dosing an appropriate probe
molecule, which must have an acidic part. Out of the possible probes, carbon monoxide
is widely used. It can give an interaction of the acid/base type, as a consequence of a
polarization of the 5σ lone pair orbital, mainly localized on the carbon atom. As the 5σ
lone pair orbital has a partial antibonding character, CO adsorption causes an increase of
the ν(CO) stretching frequency (free molecule ν(CO) value is 2143 cm-1), whose extent
measures the strength of the acid-base interaction [15].

6.2. Surface sites of imogolite-type materials
A schematic representation of imogolite and methyl-imogolite tube composition is
given in Scheme 1. As confirmed by MAS NMR reported in Chapter 3, inner silicon
atoms are in tetrahedral coordination, while Al(OH)Al outer network is constituted by
six-coordinated aluminum atoms.

Scheme 1: Representation of imogolite and methyl-imogolite bulky and surface sites.
According to the minimum formula of imogolite, (OH)3Al2O3Si-X, where X=OH or CH3,
aluminum atoms are connected to two different hydroxyl groups, bridged and terminal,
the former expected to be more acidic. In case of aminated methyl-imogolite, more
complex surface sites are present (Scheme 2).
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Scheme 2: Representation of aminated methyl-imogolite outer surface, (a) Tx species
and (b) aminated groups deriving from the oligomerization of 3-APS.

As already figured out in previous chapters,

27

Al MAS-NMR results showed that

bulky and surface aluminols in Imo, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH2 samples are only sixcoordinated. Nevertheless, it is likely for the surface aluminols to have slightly perturbed
AlVI sites, since one coordination involves the AlVI(O)SiIV bond, leading to a distortion of
the classical AlVI environment (Scheme 1). Considering instead the internal surface,
catalytic activity, if any, should be related only to inner silanols present in Imo and
reasonably not to the Si-CH3 groups of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH2.
With ammonia, in case of imogolite materials an analogue interaction mechanism
occurring on zeolitic materials surface is expected. In fact, it is known from the literature
that gaseous ammonia can interact with acidic hydroxyl sites (Z), according to the
following equilibrium
Z-OH + NH3(g) ↔ Z-O- + NH4+

(Eq. 1)

in which case ammonium cations are formed (Scheme 3) [12,13]. This behavior is also
proper of pure alumina samples [16] and free silanols groups interacting with ammonia
[12,14]. However, once ammonium species are formed, new NH3 molecules can interact
by H-bond,
NH4+ + NH3(g) ↔ NH4+·NH3

(Eq. 2)
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showing the formation of a solvated ammonium cation, N 2H7+ (shorten notation for
NH4+·NH3). At this condition, only monosolvated ammonium species are formed. On the
contrary, if the equilibrium pressure of ammonia is further increased, di-solvated species
generate
NH4+·NH3 + NH3(g) ↔ NH4+·(NH3)2

(Eq. 3)

Scheme 3: Surface species that can be formed by the interaction of ammonia with
acidic hydroxyl groups of NH4-ZSM-5 zeolites. B-1, B-2 and B-3, represent the bare bidentate ammonium, bidentate ammonium species Hbonded to an NH3 molecule and ammonia molecules interacting with
NH4+ species, respectively. T-1, T-2 and T-3 show the bare tridentate
NH4+ species, tridentate NH4+ species H-bonded to one ammonia molecule and NH3 molecule H- bonded to the NH4+ species already solvating the ammonium species [13].
With carbon monoxide, the most important interactions expected are those
involving the bridge oxygen framework of AlVI(O)SiIV and hydroxyl framework of
Al(OH)Al, respectively. For Imo, physically adsorbed gas could be also present at lower
wavenumbers with respect of free gas [17].
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With 0.376 nm, the kinetic diameter of CO is far smaller than the inner diameter
of the nanotubes, allowing its unhindered entrance into the nanotubes and the interaction
with silanols at the inner surface. In the presence of free silanols, the characteristic 2156
cm-1 band is expected to appear as a consequence of the stretch mode of carbon monoxide
interacting with Si-OH groups [18]. Accordingly, Eischens et al. [19] published for the
first time in 1954 a study describing IR spectra of adsorbed species by the interaction of
carbon monoxide on silica-supported metals. Moreover, with metal oxides, Lavalley
pointed out that CO [20,21] can react with highly basic sites present on their surface.
As a whole, carbon monoxide interaction at nominal 77 K can be used to
characterize both the presence of acidic and basic sites on the surface. As already
discussed, imogolite nanotubes are known to form not isolated but in interwoven bundles,
in which three main types of porosity can be identified [22]: i) intra-tube pores (about 1
nm wide); ii) inter-tube pores, i.e. the spacings between three aligned tubes in a regular
packing (0.3–0.4 nm wide); iii) slit mesopores among bundles. On the contrary, Me-Imo
tubes resulted to be not exactly spherical but quite ellipsoidal with longer diameters. As
diffraction analysis revealed, a larger curvature can be explained by the presence of
methyl groups, for either steric or electronic effects [23]. As a consequence, since
experimental porosity values showed that type-B pores of Imo are ca 3 times smaller with
respect to Me-Imo (Scheme 4), they are likely to be too narrow to allow any adsorption
phenomenon by probe molecules, such as ammonia and carbon monoxide, as already
considered by other authors [22,24].

Scheme 4: Type B pores hindrance of Imo and Me-Imo, as evaluated from porosimetry
measurements.
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6.3. FT-IR spectra of imogolite-type materials outgassed at
high temperatures
Figure 1a, 1b and 1c show fresh Imo, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 FTIR spectra
outgassed at 150 °C, 300 °C and 500 °C, respectively.
Features at 150°C have been already discussed in previous chapters. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that only Imo-150 still presents adsorbed water, as the broad band at ca
1640 cm-1 confirms (asterisk). Signals in the C-H stretching region are due to carbon
impurities of the sample holder.
Water is completely removed from all adsorbents at 300 °C. Nanotubes integrity is
also maintained, despite grafted aminogroups of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 are totally lost, as the
absence of NH2 stretching and bending modes reveals, in agreement with MAS NMR
results (Chapter 5). As a whole, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 show analogue spectral
features.
Lamellar imogolite is formed after adsorbents pre-treating at 500 °C. This finding
has been confirmed by XRD and MAS NMR results (Chapter 5). FT-IR measurements
reported here are also in fair agreement. Particularly, with Imo-500, new peaks are seen at
3742 and 3655 cm-1, assigned to hydrogen bonded of isolated hydroxyl groups. At lower
wavenumbers, the band at 1595 cm-1 can be assigned to carbonate-like species at the
outer surface, like those formed on aluminum hydroxide [15]. With lamellar Me-Imo and
Me-Imo-NH3+-30, new broad bands are also arising in the O-H stretching region, due to
isolated hydroxyls groups involved in hydrogen bonding. Interestingly, the C-H stretching
and bending modes are still present, confirming the carbo-aluminosilane lamellar
fragments formed for both hydrophobic and aminated imogolite-like materials (Chapter
5).
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Figure 1: Fresh Imo, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 FT-IR spectra outgassed at (a)
150 °C, (b) 300 °C and (c) 500 °C, respectively.
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6.4. NH3 adsorption
Figure 2a, 2b and 2c show the FT-IR difference spectra collected following
ammonia adsorption in the pressure range 0-20 mbar, for Imo, Me-Imo and Me-ImoNH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C, respectively.
The interaction of gaseous ammonia at high equilibrium pressures with Imo-150,
evidenced that in the OH stretching region the gas interacts, besides the silanols, also with
water molecules. In fact, the decrease of the 3745 cm-1 band of Si-OH hydroxyls groups
involved in NH4+ formation, is seen, while a new broad band shifted of ca 600 cm-1 (3200
- 3000 cm-1 range) is formed due to H-bonding. Moreover, the second new band centered
at 2750 cm-1 can be assigned to the stretching mode of the N-H group of the ammonium
species H-bonded to ammonia, i.e. the monosolvated species, N2H7+, which are known to
form on protonic zeolites [12,13]. This can be also confirmed by the presence of the 1450
cm-1 band, which shifts to 1460 cm-1 at higher ammonia pressure, generally assigned to
the formation of ammonium species formed on Brønsted acidic sites, like those occurring
upon ammonia adsorption on Brønsted sites inside zeolites micro cavities [12]. Finally,
the bands at 1625 and 1300 cm-1 bands are, respectively, due to the asymmetric and
symmetric bending modes of gaseous NH3 molecules coordinated to outer Al3+ Lewis
sites [10].
On the contrary, Me-Imo-150, which has no more adsorbed water if pretreated at
this temperature [23], showed a different interaction mechanism. In fact, we can assume
that in this case gaseous ammonia interacts with external Al(OH)Al bridged groups, as
the decrease of the 3732 cm-1 band reveals, since the interaction with inner Si-CH3 group
is less probable. As expected, in the O-H stretching region we do not see the formation of
the broad band due to H-bonding, while we can assign the two bands at 3380 and 3280
cm-1, appearing at higher equilibrium pressure of ammonia, as the presence of ammonium
species in interaction with external bridged Al(OH)Al groups (asterisks). This
interpretation is also confirmed by the ammonium bending mode band present at 1447
cm-1, shifted to 1460 cm-1 at higher coverage, as commonly observed in zeolites materials
[12,25]. Moreover, we are also able to distinguish the two contributions of the v(Al-O)
modes (inset) assigned to the 1203 and 1281 cm-1 negative bands (asterisks), respectively,
present between the two isosbestic points at 1229 and 1151 cm-1.
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Figure 2: Difference FT-IR spectra obtained after dosing increasing NH3 pressure (0–20
mbar) on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C.
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As a consequence, a new broad band centered at 1100 cm-1 is formed. Interestingly,
ammonia interaction with the external surface of Imo is not detectable (inset not shown).
In fact, starting from the mere geometrical considerations discussed above, it results to be
reasonable, probing that B-type pores of Imo are evidently too narrow to be accessible.
Interaction of the gas with the surface of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 is quite complex. In
agreement with MAS NMR results, the Al-OH band at 3731 cm-1 is slightly less intense
as compared to that of Me-Imo-150, probing the functionalization of one third of the
surface accessible aluminol group.
Figure 3a, 3b and 3c report the FT-IR difference spectra collected following
ammonia adsorption in the pressure range 0-20 mbar, for Imo, Me-Imo and Me-ImoNH3+-30 outgassed at 300 °C, respectively.
With Imo-300, the negative band of silanols interacting with ammonia is broader,
probably because after the complete removal of water, all silanols are then accessible to
NH3. Spectral features at lower wavenumbers are comparable to those of Imo-150.
With Me-Imo-300, aluminol groups interacting with ammonia are detected by a
sharp band centered at 3718 cm-1. Additionally, the two bands at 3373 and 3264 cm-1 are
assigned to the stretching modes of molecular ammonia, whose bendings are found at
1625 and 1296 cm-1, respectively. Besides these modes, the formation of ammonium is
seen by the band at 1460 cm-1. The amount of ammonia adsorbed by Me-Imo-300 seems
slightly higher than that at Me-Imo-150 surface. This could be due to the heating process
that induces some mechanical changing in the structure, e.g. cleavage of a minor part of
the bundles of nanotubes, as shown by Wilson et al. [26] for the unmodified imogolite.
This breakdown of longer nanotubes could create higher number of the opening sites of
nanotubes, hence creating more acidic sites.
According to MAS NMR evidence, integrity of Me-Imo-NH3+-30 nanotubes
outgassed at 300°C is maintained, while aminopropyl groups grafted at the outer surface
are lost. FT-IR spectra shown in Figure 2c confirmed the presence of aluminol species
interacting with ammonia (3729 cm-1 band vs. 3718 cm-1 for Me-Imo-300). Moreover,
the bands likely due to the stretching modes of molecular ammonia are found at 3254 and
3063 cm-1, respectively, and shift to 3018 and 3036 cm-1 at high coverage of ammonia.
The bending region of NH3 (1629/1310 cm-1) and NH4+ (1448 cm-1) modes is almost
unaltered.
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Figure 3: Difference FT-IR spectra obtained after dosing increasing NH3 pressure (0–20
mbar) on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 300 °C.
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Figure 4a, 4b and 4c report the FT-IR difference spectra collected following
ammonia adsorption in the pressure range 0-20 mbar, for Imo, Me-Imo and Me-ImoNH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C, respectively.
With Imo-500, adsorption of NH3 reveals the presence of both Lewis and
Brønsted sites and a component at 3660 cm-1 (inset) due to the presence of more acidic
OH species with respect to Me-Imo-500. In fact, Imo shows stronger interaction with
NH3, which leads to the formation of more ammonium species, as detected by the more
intense band of the bending and stretching vibrational modes of N-H bonds. This
interaction occurs through inner silanols, as seen by the negative band centered at 3740
cm-1.
Accordingly, this frequency is not detected with Me-Imo-500. The negative band
assigned to hydroxyl groups, which undergoes interaction with ammonia, reveals the
presence of several components formed after the cleavage of the nanotubes: a band at
3660 cm-1, assignable to the Si-CH2-O-Al fragments of the lamellar phase proposed in
Chapter 5, as well as the band at 3739 cm-1, that could be due to terminal isolated silanols.
The 3718 cm-1 band is instead assigned to isolated Al-OH groups, analogue to those
found on transition Al2O3 [15,16].
With Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C a comparable result with Me-Imo-500
is obtained, confirming that the two samples may collapse by the same mechanism and
into the same segregated phase. As a whole, only after thermal treatment at 500 °C the
interaction results to be reversible, indicating the strong acidic straight of lamellar
imogolite-like materials.
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Figure 4: Difference FT-IR spectra obtained after dosing increasing NH3 pressure (0–20
mbar) on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C.
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6.5. CO adsorption
Figure 5a, 5b and 5c show the FT-IR difference spectra collected following
ammonia adsorption in the pressure range 0-20 mbar, for Imo, Me-Imo and Me-ImoNH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C, respectively.
Imo-150 shows the only band at 2150 cm-1. In the literature, this wavenumber
value is commonly assigned to CO/H2O dimeric complexes formed after CO adsorption
on ice, indicating a weak electrostatic interaction of the gas with water molecules,
probably at the outer surface [27].
Not only for Imo-150 but also in the case of Me-Imo-150, a single intense band is
observed but at lower wavenumbers, 2146 cm-1. This value is less likely due to the CO
condensation into the nanotube cavity, since the frequency of the “liquid-like” phase is
generally known to be at 2138 cm-1. The slight shift from the vibration of the unperturbed
gas phase indicates instead that also in this sample a weak perturbation of electrostatic
nature on the 5σ orbital of CO occurs.
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Figure 5: Difference FT-IR spectra in the 2250-2000 cm-1 region obtained after dosing
CO in the 0–20 mbar pressure range on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-ImoNH3+ -30 outgassed at 150 °C.
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With Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 150 °C, the CO band seems to be formed by the two
contributions at 2150 and 2146 cm-1, respectively.
Figure 6a, 6b and 6c show the IR difference spectra collected following ammonia
adsorption in the pressure range 0-20 mbar, for Imo, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30
outgassed at 300 °C, respectively.
With Imo-300, the expected band centered at 2158 cm-1 due to CO on inner
silanols is observed [28], together with a minor band at ca 2190 cm-1 (asterisk) probably
due to CO adsorbed on weak Al3+ Lewis sites at the outer surface [18].
With Me-Imo-300, the frequency of CO vibration at 2154 cm-1, shifting with
coverage to 2151 cm-1, indicates a stronger interaction than the one observed for Me-Imo150, probably with weak Al-OH groups, analogous to those found on transition alumina
[15,16]. Unfortunately, the region of O-H stretching is too noisy and do not allow the
analysis of involved sites.
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Figure 6: Difference FT-IR spectra in the 2250-2000 cm-1 region obtained after dosing
CO in the 0–20 mbar pressure range on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-ImoNH3+ -30 outgassed at 300 °C.
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With Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 300 °C, the CO band is centered at 2152 cm-1,
analogously to Me-Imo-300. Al3+ sites are also detected at ca 2190 cm-1 (asterisk).
As a whole, carbon monoxide interaction confirmed that aluminum environment
has changed due to thermal treatment at 300 °C, as evidenced by 27 Al MAS NMR spectra.
Figure 7a, 7b and 7c show the IR difference spectra collected following ammonia
adsorption in the pressure range 0-20 mbar, for Imo, Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30
outgassed at 500 °C, respectively.
With Imo-500, bands are less intense, indicating that fewer sites are accessible to
this probe. In the CO stretching range, a weak band is seen at 2203 cm-1, shifting with
coverage to 2188 cm-1, together with a main band at 2170 cm-1, shifting to 2166 cm-1.
Both bands are reversible upon evacuation at low temperature: the former is assigned to
CO adsorbed onto coordinatively unsaturated Al3+, like those at the surface of transition
aluminas [15], the latter to CO interacting with hydroxyls more acidic than silanols.
Interestingly, no band was observed at 2157 cm-1, corresponding to CO adsorbed on
accessible silanols, in fair agreement with the model reported in Scheme 3 of Chapter 5.
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Figure 7: Difference FT-IR spectra in the 2250-2000 cm-1 region obtained after dosing
CO in the 0–20 mbar pressure range on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-ImoNH3+ -30 outgassed at 500 °C.
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With Me-Imo-500, several new bands can be observed corresponding to Lewis
and Brønsted sites formed after thermal treatment. In the CO stretch range, two
components are seen: the major band at 2169 cm-1 shifts to 2158 cm-1 with increasing CO
pressure and it is assigned to hydroxyl groups more acidic than silanols; a minor band at
2203 cm-1, shifting to 2188 cm-1, is due to CO adsorbed onto coordinatively unsaturated
Al3+ sites, as at the surface of transition aluminas [15]. The shoulder at 2140 cm-1 is
instead assigned to physisorbed CO [18].
With Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C, analogue bands to Me-Imo-500 are
found, except that the amount of physisorbed CO (asterisk) is slightly higher.
Interestingly, the overall shape of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 is quite specular.
The OH stretch region (3800–3000 cm-1) of the difference spectra of the three
samples is reported in Figure 8a, 8b and 8c, respectively. In all cases, negative bands
correspond to hydroxyls interacting with CO, while the broad positive absorption is
instead due to H-bond formation. Moreover, the sharp positive peak at 3750 cm-1 is due to
changes in the temperature of the sample as a function of the CO pressures, affecting the
location of the Si-OH stretching, often observed during experiments at 77 K.
With Imo-500, the negative band of hydroxyls interacting with CO is rather broad,
indicating heterogeneity of sites. Particularly, at least three components may be figured
out at 3743, 3725 and 3660 cm-1, shifted downward by 233, 245 and 210 cm-1,
respectively, in agreement with the literature [29] that reports a Δν(OH) of 200–240 cm-1
for a ν(CO) of 2166–2170 cm-1. The observed shifts are too large to be due to Si-OH or
Al-OH species, since silanols suffer with CO a shift of about 100 cm-1 [28], whereas
hydroxyls at the surface of transition aluminas evidence a hypsochromic shift by 70-95
cm-1 [15,29], and have to be ascribed to more acidic Brønsted-like sites.
With Me-Imo-500 and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C, the negative band
of H-bonded hydroxyls to CO is rather broad, with three main components at 3740, 3718
and 3668 cm-1. The band at 3740 cm-1 shifts of 95 cm-1 with increasing pressure and it is
due to isolated silanols, while the 3718 cm-1 band shifts of 100 cm-1 and can be assigned
to Al-OH groups, analogue to those found on transition Al2O3 [15]. Finally, the band at
3663 cm-1 moves of about 210 cm-1 and could be assigned to heterogeneous acidic sites,
Si-CH2-O-Al, also found in Al-rich microporous silicates [30]. As a whole, these new
lamellar materials, i.e. Imo-500, Me-Imo-500 and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C,
present coherently similar acidic features.
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Figure 8: Difference FT-IR spectra in the 3800-3000 cm-1 region obtained after dosing
CO in the 0–20 mbar pressure range on (a) Imo, (b) Me-Imo and (c) Me-ImoNH3+-30 outgassed at 500 °C.
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6.6. Conclusions
Interaction of gaseous ammonia and carbon monoxide at high equilibrium
pressures on imogolite-like samples pre-treated at different outgassing temperature,
confirmed that molecular water is completely removed from Imo and both Me-Imo/MeImo-NH3+-30 surfaces, at 300 °C and 150 °C, respectively.
NH3 adsorption showed, that type-B pores of Imo are too narrow to be accessible
by the gas. Thus, external bridged more acidic Al(OH)Al species are detectable only in
case of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30. Particularly, the intensity of the decreased band at
3731 cm-1 of aminated methyl-imogolite is ca one third of the correspondent Me-Imo
signal, probing the successful functionalization. Moreover, CO adsorption on each
imogolite-like sample indicated a weak electrostatic interaction. Particularly, with Imo
pre-treated at 150 °C, CO interacts with water molecules probably at the outer surface, as
the 2150 cm-1 band reveals. With Me-Imo-150, the slightly shifted 2146 cm-1 band
indicates instead a weak perturbation of the gas. Me-Imo-NH3+-30 showed both
contributions. Nanotubes integrity is maintained up to 300 °C, despite amino
functionalities are lost. Moreover, in agreement with MAS NMR results, aluminum
environment has changed, as the presence

of coordinatively unsaturated Al3+ sites

reveals, like those of transition aluminas [15,16]
Lamellar imogolite phase is obtained at 500 °C. Both NH3 and CO interaction
confirmed that with Imo, more acidic silanols are formed, coherently with the lamellar
structure proposed by MacKenzie [31]. On the contrary, with lamellar Me-Imo and MeImo-NH3+-30, physisorbed CO as well as heterogeneous acidic sites are found,
analogously to Al-rich microporous silicates [30].
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Appendix I
Characterization techniques
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XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) spectra were recorded on an
PHI 5000 Versa Probe equipment using a band-pass energy of 187.85 eV, a
45° take off angle and a X-ray spot size diameter of 100.0 µm.

XRD (X-ray Diffraction) patterns of powder samples were obtained on
a X’Pert Phillips diffractometer using Cu K radiation in the 2.5 – 30° 2
range (step width = 0.02°).

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) pictures
were collected with a high resolution SEM instrument (LEO 1525) equipped
with a Gemini field emission column; HR-TEM, High Resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy, were recorded with a Jeol JEM 2010
electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.

BET (Brunauer-Emmet-Teller) Specific Surface Area (SSA) and Pore
Size

Distributions

(PSD)

were

measured

by

means

of

N2

adsorption/desorption at 77 K on a Quantacrome Autosorb 1C instrument.
The Non-Local-Density Functional Theory (NL-DFT) method was used to
evaluate pores size distribution by applying a N 2–silica kernel.

Thermal stability of the samples was studied by Thermogravimetric
Analysis (TGA) and Mass Spectrometry (MS) in flowing Ar using a SDT
2960 DTA/TGA-MS machine.

FTIR, Fourier Transform Infrared, spectra were collected on a Bruker
Equinox 55 spectrophotometer equipped with MCT cryodetector: selfsupporting wafers were studied under a residual pressure < 10 -3 mbar.
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All solid-state MAS NMR (Magic Angle Spinning Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance) spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance-400 (9.4T)
spectrometer using 4 mm-OD zirconia rotors and a spinning frequency of 12
kHz. {1H}-13C cross-polarization (CP) MAS experiments were performed
using a contact time of 2 ms and a recycle time of 1 s. Single pulse excitation
(30° flip angle) and 30 s recycling delay was used for

29

Si MAS NMR

experiments. A two-pulse echo sequence with 1 s recycling delay was used
for 1H MAS NMR measurements. The delay between the two pulses was set
in order to suppress the broad signal due to water or strongly dipolar coupled
hydroxyls. Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as chemical shift reference for
1

H,

13

C and

29

Si nuclei.

27

Al MAS NMR measurements were performed

using a selective pulse (π/12 flip angle) and 1 s recycling delay. A 0.1 M
Al(NO3)3 solution was used as chemical shift reference for the

27

Al. 2D

Heteronuclear Correlation spectra (HETCOR) between protons and carbons
was recorded using the cross-polarization condition above mentioned. As the
experiment was rotor synchronized, the spectra window in the proton
dimension is exactly equal to the spinning frequency (12 kHz).
Particularly, the basics of MAS NMR theory along with the
description of the sequences that have been run will be briefly discussed
in Appendix II.
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A.II.1. Introduction
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) is a useful technique for identifying and
analyzing the structure of liquid molecules and solid powders. Particularly, I had the
opportunity to test imogolite samples with a solid-state NMR instrument. Details of the
applied sequences will be described further on in this appendix.
NMR technique is based on the interaction between nuclei of non-zero spin
quantum number placed in a magnetic field, B0. Each nucleus is characterized by the spin
angular momentum, P, which is discrete and can assume the following values
(Eq. 1)
where I is the nucleus spin and  is correlated to the Planck’s constant, h (

.

Spin angular momentum is directly related to the magnetic moment of the nucleus, μ,
according to Eq. 2,
(Eq. 2)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, proper of each nucleus. As the case of spin angular
momentum, the magnetic moment cannot assume any values but it is quantitized.
Particularly, in classical mechanics the quantization of μ is represented by the Larmor
precession around the axis,

, to which the magnetic field is oriented (z-axis, Figure 1).

Moreover, the frequency of the precession depends on the intensity of the magnetic field
and on the intrinsic properties of nuclei, which are summed in the gyromagnetic
parameter,
(Eq. 3)
Magnetic momentum quantization concerns only the z-component (parallel to the
direction of B0), while the orientations along the x-axis and y-axis are random, due to the
Larmor precession. The vectorial sum of μ z defines the macroscopic magnetization, M0.
(Eq. 4a)
(Eq. 4b)
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the net macroscopic magnetization, M0 [1].
As for other kinds of spectroscopy, in NMR it is necessary to perturb the
equilibrium states of the energy levels so recording the response, which is called Free
Induction Decay (FID), by detecting the time evolution of the magnetization in the XYplane. In pulsed NMR, a Radio Frequency (RF) field is applied for a very short time.
In contrast with solution NMR technique, the nuclear spin interactions (chemical
shielding, dipole-dipole coupling and quadrupole coupling) are all dependent on the
crystallite orientation and affect solid-state spectra, which are also said to be anisotropic.
As a consequence, they show broad lines, or powder patterns, as all the different
molecular orientations present in the sample give rise to different spectral frequencies.
Additionally, dipolar coupling of abundant nuclei, e.g. 1H, leads to considerable lines
broadening and poor resolution. Hence, in solid state NMR is mandatory to apply
techniques to achieve high resolution spectra.

Among these, MAS, Magic Angle Spinning and Cross-Polarization (CP)
techniques, are the ones that are routinely used, as in case of my experiments. NMR
properties of the nuclei present in imogolite samples are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: NMR properties of imogolite nuclei.
Natural
Nucleus Spina Abundance

1

moment
28

at 9.4T
2

1/2

99.99

267.522

400.000

C

1/2

1.1

67.283

100.58

O

5/2

0.04

-36.281

Al

5/2

100

69.763

1/2

4.7

-53.190

17

29

a

6

(γ/10 rad/sT)

13

b

ratiob

Frequency

(%)
H

27

Gyromagnetic Quadrupole

Si

14

N

1

99.6

19.338

15

N

1/2

0.37

-27.126

(10 Q)/m

-2.6
0.15

(ω0/2π)/MHz

54.244
104.308
79.468

1

28.912
40.544

Ground state spin.
The gyromagnetic ratio, γ, is a constant characteristic of each nucleus. It is defined as the ratio of
the magnetic moment, μ, to the spin angular momentum, P.

A.II.2. Magic Angle Spinning (MAS)
MAS technique is of paramount importance to remove the effects of chemical
shift anisotropy and to assist the removal of heteronuclear dipolar coupling effects. It is
also useful to narrow lines from quadrupolar nuclei (e.g. 27Al and 29Si). In solution NMR
spectra, effects so far described are rarely observed. In fact, the rapid isotropic tumbling
of molecules in solution averages the molecular orientation dependence of the transition
frequencies. Magic-angle spinning achieves the same result for solids.

Figure 2 shows the MAS experiment. Molecular orientation dependence of the
nuclear spin interaction is defined by the following value,

, where θ is

the angle that describes the orientation of the shielding tensor, i.e. the spin interaction
tensor. If the sample is spin about an axis inclined at the magic angle, 54.74°, i.e. the
angular value able to null α (

, it is possible to remove the effects of

chemical shielding anisotropy and heteronuclear dipolar coupling.
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Figure 2: Magic Angle Spinning experiment.
The sample is spun rapidly in a 7 mm rotor about a spinning axis oriented
at the magic angle, ѲR = 54.74°, with respect to the applied magnetic field,
B0. Magic angle value is calculated by nulling the molecular orientation
dependence of the nuclear spin interaction, α, equal to 3
. This
rotation removes the effects of chemical shielding anisotropy and
heteronuclear dipolar coupling. The chemical shielding tensor is fixed in
the molecule to which it applies and so rotates with the sample. Ѳ is the
angle between the applied field and the principal z-axis of the shielding
tensor, while β is the angle between the z-axis of the shielding tensor and
the spinning axis. The latter angle is fixed for a given nucleus.

The average of

, under certain circumstances, can be shown to be dependent on the

overall orientations as follows,
(Eq. 5)
Electrons that surround a nucleus are not impassive in the magnetic field used in the
NMR experiment, but react to produce a secondary field. This secondary field contributes
to the total field felt by the nucleus, and therefore it has the power to change the
resonance frequency of the nucleus. This interaction of the secondary field produced by
the electrons with the nucleus is called the shielding interaction.
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The total spectral frequency, ω, in absolute units is the sum of the Larmor frequency, ω0,
and the chemical shift contribution, ωcs,

ω

ω0

ωcs

(Eq. 6)

Actually, when performing NMR experiments, absolute frequencies are not measured,
while a reference substance is used and relative chemical shifts with respect to that
substance (or offset frequencies) are measured. The chemical shift, δ, is defined as
follows
(Eq. 7)

It can be expressed in Hz or in ppm (part-per-million). TMS (tetramethylsilane) was used
as reference for 1H, 29Si and 13C nuclei; aluminum nitrate for 27Al.
In order for the magic angle spinning to reduce powder pattern broadening, the
rate of the sample spinning must be fast at least three or four times greater than the
anisotropy of the interaction being spun out. Slow spinning produces a set of spinning
sidebands, whose intensity may be enhanced in solid-state spectra of hydrated powders.
This type of signal can be very useful to determine details of the anisotropy and
asymmetries of nuclear spin interactions being averaged by the magic angle spinning.
Therefore, it is clearly evident the importance to set the magic angle accurately
before running any experiment, since it is known that a mis-setting can lead to a
noticeable line broadening and poor resolution [2].

A.II.3. Cross Polarization (CP) technique
Cross Polarization (CP) sequence was first reported by Pines et al. in 1973 [3]. It
is usually used to assist in observing dilute spins, e.g. 13C. Drawbacks of observing dilute
spins include
1. Poor signal-to-noise ratio due to the low abundance of these nuclei.
2. The relaxation times of low abundance nuclei tend to be very long because the
strong homonuclear dipolar interactions, which can stimulate relaxations, are
almost absent.
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Both problems can be overcome with the CP sequence (Figure 3): the dilute nucleus X
derives its magnetization from a nearby network of abundant spins, e.g. 1H (Figure 3).
Particularly, in my CP-MAS NMR experiments, X nuclei considered were

13

C and

quadrupolar 29Si.

90°x

τCP
Figure 3: The CP (Cross Polarization) pulse sequence. The effect of the sequence
is to transfer magnetization from the abundant 1H spins to the X spin
via the agency of the dipolar coupling between 1H and X spins.
An initial 1H 90°x pulse creates the 1H magnetization along -y in the 1H rotating frame.
An on-resonance -y 1H contact pulse is then applied (Figure 4). The field due to this pulse
is known as the spin-lock field, B1(1H). X spins are now considered during the
simultaneous X contact pulse (with concomitant spin-lock field B1(X)) rotating at the X
radiofrequency pulse. Amplitudes of the two contact pulses in the cross-polarization
experiment have to be carefully set so as to achieve the Hartmann–Hahn (HH)
matching condition
(Eq. 8)
(Eq. 8a)
(Eq. 8b)
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Figure 4: Schematization of the cross-polarization experiment.
1
H magnetization is transferred to the X spins via the dipolar coupling
between 1H and X during a contact pulse applied simultaneously to both
spin types after an initial 90°x pulse to the abundant 1H spins. A doubly
rotating frame of reference is considered such that the pulses applied to
both spins appear stationary along -y. The α* and β* states are the spin
states in their respective rotating frames in the absence of any other
interactions. When the Hartmann–Hahn condition is met, the energy gaps
between the rotating frames 1H and X spin states are the same.
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according to which the energy gaps between the respective rotating frame spin states of
1

H and X have to be equal. This is true for spin-1/2 nuclei.
In case of quadrupolar nuclei S, the HH condition is replaced by the more general

condition that ω1,H should be equal to ωnut, the nutation frequency of the quadrupolar
nucleus transition that is being polarized. The nutation behavior of a quadrupolar spin
depends on the relative magnitudes of the quadrupolar splitting, ω Q, and ω1,S. There are
two limiting cases
1. ωQ << ω1S, the nutation frequency is not affected by the quadrupolar coupling, so
that ωnut is equal to ω1,S, as for any uncoupled spin system.
2. ωQ >> ω1S, only the transition on resonance is irradiated.

A.II.4. Multiple-Quantum MAS (MQMAS) technique
The bidimensional MQMAS was first proposed in the literature in 1995 [4] with
the aim of achieving high resolved spectra for half-integer quadrupolar nuclei. The pulse
sequence that explains the basics of two-dimensional (or in general multidimensional)
NMR experiments is shown in Figure 5.
An initial sequence of rf pulses creates a non-equilibrium spin state. In the
following period t1, the desired coherence of order n, selected by phase cycling, is
allowed to evolve. In quantum mechanics it is said that there is “a coherence between two
basic functions

and

in the superposition state,

, which describes the spin system, if

the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix representing the sample are not null”.
The density matrix or density operator is useful to describe a general spin system,
whose state cannot be known. The probability pψ of it being in a particular state, ψ, is the
only information that can be achieved. This is why each spin system is defined by a
superposition state ψ,
(Eq. 9)
depending on pψ and the product

which represents the linear combination of the

basic set of the spin system.
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Figure 5: The general form of a two-dimensional NMR pulse sequence.

Finally, the density operator,

(Eq.10), as well as its diagonal (Eq. 10a) and off-diagonal

elements (Eq. 10b), respectively, are the following
(Eq. 10)
(Eq. 10a)
(Eq. 10b)
The main rule that needs to be followed in phase cycling is the following: “If the phase of
a pulse is chanced by ϕ, a coherence undergoing a change in coherence level of Δp
acquires a phase shift of –Δp ϕ” [2].
Once the phase cycling is completed, the transfer (or mixing) pulse sequence at
the end of t1 transforms the selected n-order coherence into observable -1 coherence to be
observed during t2. The signal in t2 has either its amplitude or phase (or both) modulated,
according to the evolution in t1. As a consequence, by repeating the experiment for
several and successive values of t1, a two-dimensional time-domain dataset is obtained. It
contains information on the evolution of the -1-order coherence in the t 2 dimension and
information on the evolution of the n-order coherence in the t 1 dimension, respectively.
Moreover, it can be transformed to the frequency domain by Fourier transformation to
produce a 2D frequency spectrum, in which the F1 dimension contains the characteristic
evolution frequencies of the n-order coherences in t1, while the F2 dimension contains
those of the -1-order coherences, present in t2.
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A.II.5. Simulated 1H and 13C NMR spectra of 3-APS
Simulated (ACD software, [5]) 1H and 13C NMR spectra of 3-APS with terminal
amino group unprotonated and protonated, are reported in Figures 6a, 6b, 7a and 7b,
respectively.

Figure 6a: 1H NMR spectra of 3-APS with terminal amino group unprotonated.
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Figure 6b: 1H NMR spectra of 3-APS with terminal amino group protonated.
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Figure 7a: 13C NMR spectra of 3-APS with terminal amino group unprotonated.
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Figure 7b: 13C NMR spectra of 3-APS with terminal amino group protonated.
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Appendix III
Imogolite as a possible negative
control for HARNs,
High-Aspect Ratio Nanomaterials
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A.III.1. Introduction
The evaluation of inorganic carriers, scaffolds and excipients toxicology for
biomedicine applications are of paramount importance. So far, clay materials which are
actually used in pharmaceutical formulations, due to their a high specific area, sorptive
capacity, rheological properties, chemical inertness and most of all low or null toxicity for
the patient are smectites, palygorskite, kaolinite and talc [1].
The main route of exposure of High Aspect Ratio tubular Nanoparticles (HARNs),
like asbestos, carbon nanotubes, is through inhalation and, to a lesser extent, ingestion.
Imogolite, as well as halloysite, is also a HARN-type material. Therefore, in view of a
correct conduction of toxicological studies on their pathogenicity, there is an urgent need
to identify appropriate reference materials acting as positive and negative controls made
up by particles of similar size and shape.
This is the reason why in collaboration with Prof. Bice Fubini (Interdepartmental
Centre “G. Scansetti” and Dept. of Chemistry, University of Torino, Italy) and prof.
Ovidio Bussolati (Dept. Cl. Med. Nephrology and Health Sciences & Dept. Exp.
Medicine, University of Parma, Italy) a study was undertaken to assess the biological
responses in vitro to imogolite in view of its use as negative control for possible
applications in the biomedical field. Macrophages and airway epithelial cells were chosen
as main components of the lung-blood barrier, given that inhalation is the most likely
exposure route under occupational or environmental scenarios.
Usually, macrophages represent the first cell type of natural immunity
encountered by foreign materials. They may react to nanomaterials eliciting several
distinct activation pathways that determine the outcome of the exposure, in terms of
tolerance or ability to cause either inflammatory or fibrotic alterations [2-6].
Airway epithelial cells are the first barrier that nanomaterials have to cross to
reach the lung interstitial tissues and to be transported thereafter to other districts of the
organism. Interestingly, both fibrous silicates [7-9] and carbon nanotubes, either singlewalled (SW) or multi-walled (MW) carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [10,11], have been
reported to alter the barrier properties of airway epithelial cells in vitro.
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A.III.1.1. Materials and methods
The following materials were tested

1. Imogolite nanotubes (INTs), which were obtained according to the
method described in Chapter 1.

2. Commercial multi walled carbon nonotubes, MWCNTs , provided
by Sigma–Aldrich (Aldrich 659258), Milan, Italy. As declared by the
manufacturer, their length is 110-170 nm x 5-9 μm, the BET SSA is ca
22.6 ± 0.38 m2/g and are largely made of multi-walled nanotubes (at least
90%), with residual amorphous carbon (iron < 0.1%).

3. Commercial single walled carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs (Aldrich
636797, 1.1 nm x 0.5–100 μm, BET 400 m2/g). They consist of SWCNT
(> 50%) and of other nanotubes (40%) with 3% amorphous carbon and
traces of metals.

FE-SEM pictures are reported in Figure 1. The murine macrophage lines
RAW264.7, provided by Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale della Lombardia (Brescia,
Italy), and MH-S [12], by prof. Dario Ghigo, Department of Biochemistry, University of
Turin, were cultured in RPMI media supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS).
Both culture media and FBS were purchased from EuroClone SpA, Pero, Milan, Italy.
These two macrophage lines, derived, respectively, from peritoneal and alveolar
macrophages, have been extensively used in toxicological studies [2, 13-16].
Additionally, Calu-3 cells, derived from a human lung adenocarcinoma [17], were
also purchased from Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale della Lombardia (Brescia, Italy)
and then cultured in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) supplemented with
1mM sodium pyruvate and 10% FBS. Calu-3 cells have been extensively used in recent
studies to investigate airway epithelium permeability [18-24]. All cells were routinely
cultured in 10-cm diameter dishes maintained in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO 2 in
air in the presence of streptomycin (100 μg/ml) and penicillin (100 U/ml).
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100 nm
Figure 1: FE-SEM picture of (a) INT, (b) SWNTs and (c) MWNTs. Particularly, MW
tubes show the presence of large, 100–200-nm and wide tubes, with respect
to SWNTs.
Before the experiments, INTs, SWCNTs and MWCNTs were heated at 220 °C for
3h to eliminate possible contamination from lipopolysaccharide. After cooling at room
temperature, nanomaterials were dispersed at a concentration of 1mg/ml in sterile
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to obtain stock suspensions for a series of experiments.
Immediately before each experiment, they were extensively vortexed, sonicated three
times for 15 min in a Bransonic Ultrasonic ultrasound bath, and then added to normal
growth medium to reach the desired concentration. No detergent was used to improve
their solubility in aqueous solutions. Subsequently, we noticed that MWCNTs and INTs
tend to precipitate and form more or less expanded agglomerates that come into contact
with the cell monolayer. Taking into account the volume/surface ratio of the various
culture systems adopted, we have expressed the nominal doses as μg of materials per cm2
of monolayer.
Cell viability

was tested with the resazurin method [25]. According to this

method, viable cells reduce the non-fluorescent compound resazurin into the fluorescent
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resorufin that accumulates into the medium. Cells were incubated for 1 h with fresh,
serum-free medium supplemented with 44 μM resazurin; fluorescence was then measured
at 572 nm with a fluorimeter (Wallac 1420 Victor2 Multilabel Counter, Perkin Elmer).
For Calu-3 monolayers grown in a double chamber culture system, resazurin was added at
both sides of the monolayer and fluorescence was measured in the apical compartment
[11]. Since SWCNTs produce a significant dose-dependent quenching of resorufin
fluorescence (see Figure 1), data obtained in the presence of these nanomaterials were
adequately corrected.
Total RNA, extracted from cultures grown in 6-well dishes with RNeasy Mini
Kit® (Qiagen S.p.a. Milano, Italy), was reverse transcribed and 40 ng of cDNA amplified
as described previously and then treated with the same method [26]. The forward and
reverse primers (5 pmol each) used are gathered in Table 1. Quantitative PCR was
performed in a 36 well Rotor Gene™ 3000, version 5.0.60 (Corbett Research, RotorGene™ 3000, version 5.0.60, Mortlake, Australia). Fluorescence was monitored at the
end of each extension step. A no-template, noreverse transcriptase control was included in
each experiment. At the end of the amplification cycles a melting curve analysis was
added. RT-PCR data are expressed as the ratio between the mRNA of interest and Gapdh
mRNA.
For TransEpithelial Electrical Resistance (TEER) measurements, Calu-3 cells
were seeded into cell culture inserts with membrane filters (pore size of 0.4 μm) for
Falcon 24-well-multitrays (Cat. N° 3095, Becton, Dickinson & Company, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA), at a density of 75×103 cells/300 μl. Measurements of TEER were made
on monolayers grown for 10–14 d, using an epithelial voltohmeter (EVOM, World
Precision Instruments Inc., Sarasota, FL, USA). Materials were added in the apical
chamber from a 1 mg/ml stock solution without changing the medium. TEER changes
were expressed as the percentage of the initial value adjusted for control cell layers
according to the following equation (Eq.1) [27].

(Eq. 1)

Values of viability, TEER, and nitrite production were analyzed with ANOVA using post
hoc Bonferroni test and expression data were evaluated with a t-test for unpaired data.
Finally, recombinant human interleukin-4, rIL-4, was obtained from RELIA Thech
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GmbH, Wolfenbuttel, Germany. Sigma–Aldrich (Milan, Italy) was the source of all other
chemicals.

Table 1: Primers used for RT-PCR studies

Gene
Arg1
Nos2
Il6
Gapdh

Forward

Reverse

5' CAG AAG AAT GGA AGA GTC AG 3'

5' GGA GTG TTG ATG TCA GTG TG 3'

5' GTT CTC AGC CCA ACA ATA CAA GA 3'

5' GTG GAC GGG TCG ATG TCA C 3'

5' TAG TCC TTC CTA CCC CAA TTT CC 3'

5' TTG GTC CTT AGC CAC TCC TTC 3'

5' TGT TCC TAC CCC CAA TGT GT 3'

5' GGT CCT CAG TGT AGC CCA AG 3'

A.III.1.2. Results and discussion
The experiments performed led to following three main evidence,

1. Imogolite nanotubes are less toxic than carbon nanotubes on macrophages

In a preliminary experiment, the materials to be tested have been evaluated for
possible interferences with the resazurin method (Figure 2). The results indicate that INTs
neither exhibit autofluorescence nor quenched resorufin fluorescence. Also MWCNTs did
not exhibit any interference with the method, while SWCNTs caused a significant quench
of fluorescence both in the presence and in the absence of cells.
The effects of INTs and both carbon nanotubes on the viability of the murine
macrophage lines RAW264.7 and MH-S are shown in Figure 3. A clear cut dosedependent toxicity was already evident for both SWCNTs and MWCNTs after 24h of
incubation, with a significant decrease in viability detected in either cell line with the
minimal nominal dose used (10 μg/cm2) and a viability loss ≥ 80%, detected at the
maximal dose of 120 μg/cm2. On the contrary, at the same experimental time, INTs were
completely ineffective up to 120 μg/cm2 on MH-S cells while a modest 15% viability
decrease was detected at 80 and 120 μg/cm2 with RAW264.7 cells.
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Figure 2: Validation of resazurin viability test in the presence of INTs and CNTs.
(a) RAW264.7 cells were incubated for 1 h with resazurin. Immediately
before fluorescence reading, the indicated nanomaterials were added to
the incubation medium; (b) Resazurin was added to 24-well dishes in the
absence of cells and the incubation prolonged for 1 h at 37 ◦C under the
conditions detailed. For both panels, the nanotubes were added at a
nominal dose of 80 μg/cm2 and five wells were used for each condition.
Data are means ± S.D. **p < 0.01 vs. control (absence of nanomaterials).

At later times of treatment, INTs had more marked effects on cell viability, with a
maximal decrease of 35% obtained at the maximal INT nominal dose of 120 μg/cm2 after
72 h of treatment. Under the same conditions, the viability of the two macrophage lines
was completely suppressed by either SWCNTs or MWCNTs.
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Figure 3: INT and SWCNT effects on macrophage viability. Subconfluent cultures
of RAW264.7 and MH-S murine macrophages, grown on 96-well dishes,
were exposed for the indicated times to nominal doses of INT, SWCNT
and MWCNT ranging from 0 to 120 μg/cm2. At the selected times,
viability was assessed with the resazurin method. Data are means of 5
independent determinations with SD * p<0.05, **p< 0.01, *** p <0.001
vs. control, untreated cultures.

2. Imogolite nanotubes do not induce markers of classical or alternative
macrophage activation
In the experiments shown in Figure 4, the effects of INTs on the expression of
activation markers of macrophages are reported.
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In both RAW264.7 and MH-S macrophages, the gene for Arginase 1 (Arg1), a typical
marker of alternate macrophage activation [28-31], was not induced by INTs, but readily
responsive to the incubation with IL-4, used as a positive control (Figure 5a and 5d).

Figure 4: INTs effects on gene expression in murine macrophages. RAW264.7 (a, b, c)
or MH-S cells (d, e, f) were incubated for 72 h in the presence of INTs (120
μg/cm2, 72h), IL-4 (10 ng/ml, 24h), or LPS (0.1 μg/ml, 18h), as indicated. At
the end of the treatment, mRNA was extracted and the abundance of the
mRNAs of Arg1 (a, d), Nos2 (b, e), and Il-6 (c, f) was determined and
expressed vs. the abundance of Gapdh mRNA. Data represent means of three
independent determinations, each performed in replicate, with SD shown *p
< 0.05, ** p < 0.01 vs. control.
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Also the expression of Nos2 for the inducible isoform of nitric-oxide synthase, a marker
of classical macrophage activation [32-34], was not stimulated by INTs although readily
several-fold increased by LPS (b and e). Interestingly, the expression level of this marker
was very different for the macrophage populations, as a likely result of the different tissue
origin and differentiated phenotype demonstrated. The absence of Nos2 induction was
consistent with the lack of accumulation of nitrites in the culture medium of RAW264.7
cells (Figure 5). However, the gene for Interleukin 6 (Il6), a pro-inflammatory cytokine
not specifically associated either to classical or alternative macrophage activation was
modestly induced by INTs in RAW264.7 cells (c) but not in MH-S macrophages (f).

Figure 5: INT effects on nitrite production in murine macrophages. RAW264.7 cells
were incubated for 72 h in the presence of INT (120 μg/cm2, 72 h) or LPS
(0.1 μg/ml, 18 h), as indicated. At the end of the treatment, the
concentration of nitrites in the extracellular medium was determined. Data
represent means of five independent determinations with SD obtained in a
representative experiment, repeated twice with comparable results ** p <
0.01 vs. control

3. Imogolite nanotubes do not markedly alter the permeability of airway epithelial
cell monolayers
A prolonged incubation with SWCNTs or MWCNTs progressively impairs the
barrier properties of airway epithelial cells in a dose-dependent way [10,11].
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To compare the effects of these nanotubes and INTs on the airway epithelial barrier, we
incubated confluent monolayers of Calu-3 cells with either nanomaterials (at a nominal
dose of 80 μg/cm2 of monolayer) and measured the trans-epithelial electrical resistance
(TEER) up to seven days of treatment (Figure 6a). As expected, MWCNTs and SWCNTs
caused a significant increase in the monolayer permeability.

Figure 6: Differential effects of INTs, MWCNTs and SWCNTs on the trans-epithelial
electrical resistance (TEER) and viability of Calu-3 monolayers. Calu-3 cells
were cultured for 10 days on 0.4 μm membrane filters. At the end of this
period, INT, MWCNT, or SWCNT, all at 80 μg/cm2, were added to the apical
chamber of the culture system. TEER (A) and viability (B) were determined
after 7 days. Empty bar, control monolayers maintained in the absence of
nanomaterials. The figure shows a representative experiment repeated twice
with comparable results. Data are means ± S.D (n = 4). **p < 0.01 vs. control,
untreated cultures.
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Indeed, TEER was 50 % lower than control for MWCNTs and 40 % lower for SWCNTs.
On the contrary, INTs did not alter TEER significantly. Cell viability, evaluated with
resazurin method (Figure 6b) in the same monolayers, was not significantly affected by
any nanotubes. We can conclude that imogolite nanotubes behave as a very low-toxicity
material, which modestly affect macrophage viability. Indeed, INTs do not induce
macrophage activation and do not significantly alter the barrier properties of airway
epithelial monolayers. Bridged Al(OH)Al groups exposed at the outer surface may play a
role in the observed low toxicity. Additionally, it is known since the beginning of the last
century that aluminum ions are able to reduce the toxicity of crystalline silica [35]. The
impregnation of quartz powders with an aluminum salt inhibits most adverse reactions to
silica in vivo and decrease the generation of ROS and DNA damage caused by silica
[36,37] by selectively blunting surface active sites. The findings reported in the present
study are relevant under two distinct points of view.
First, a low cytotoxicity and the lack of activating effects on macrophage cultures
suggest that INTs may provide highly bio-compatible scaffolds for cell growth in vitro
and in vivo. Indeed, the macrophage reaction to bio-materials constitutes a fundamental
step in the definition of the biological outcomes of the exposure to foreign materials [3840]. Both classical and alternative activation modalities are important in this context,
since classical activation may justify acute inflammatory reactions, while alternative
activation would favor fibrosis and neoangiogenesis. Thus the absence of induction of
activation markers upon treatment with INTs represents a good indicator of inertness in
vivo. Moreover, lack of proactivation effects of INTs has been documented in two
distinct macrophage lines (RAW264.7 and MH-S cells) of different tissue origin
(peritoneal vs. alveolar) and with distinct polarization towards activation pathways, as
indicated by the much higher basal expression of the classical marker Nos2 detected in
RAW264.7 cells.
Second, the availability of reference materials is badly needed in the relatively
novel nanotoxicological field. MWCNTs are known to exert significant toxicity in a
variety of biological models and, in particular, in macrophages and airway epithelial cells
[10,41-43]. On the other hand, SWCNTs are characterized by a low acute toxicity
towards macrophages and airway epithelial cells. The exposure to SWCNT, however, is
associated in vivo to accelerated fibrosis and enhanced formation of granuloma [44,45], a
fact consistent with their capability to trigger strong macrophage activation [46].
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Iron contamination was proposed as one of the causes of SWCNTs toxicity. Interestingly
nanosized fibers of synthetic chrysotile were inert but became toxic upon iron doping
[47]. Physico-chemical characteristics of nanomaterials are important determinants of the
interaction with biological systems and should be carefully considered when planning in
vitro and in vivo studies aimed at assessing adverse effects [48-50].
In the case of INTs, the abundance of OH groups renders the structure very
hydrophilic, in particular at the inner surface [51]. The presence of relatively strongly
adsorbed water, however, hinders molecular diffusion inside the narrow micropores [52].
Thus, the high hydrophilicity of INT and the exposure of Al may prevent free radical
release thus explaining low cytotoxicity towards macrophages. Moreover, silanols, which
have been identified as the surface functionalities responsible for silica related cell
membrane damage [53], are all exposed in the inside of the imogolite nanotube and,
hence, not available to cells.

A.III.1.3. Conclusions
In spite of their shared fibrous nature and comparable dimensions INTs and
SWCNTs appear to induce very different responses in macrophages and airway epithelial
cells. These differences are likely related to the different chemical nature of the materials.
Therefore, we propose that, at least for the effects studied here, INTs are good candidates
as a low-toxicity reference material for in vitro toxicological studies on HARNs.
Moreover, the substantial inertness of macrophages towards INTs may ensure high biocompatibility as a scaffold for cell growth in different medical settings.

A.III.2. Toxicology of synthetic halloysite
Vergaro et al. in 2010 [54] performed a biocompatibility study by MTT method
for halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) against MCF-7 (breast cancer) and HeLa (cervical
cancer) cells. The MTT assay allows measuring the activity of living cells via
mitochondrial dehydrogenase activity. Results are shown in Figure 7. The halloysite
suspensions at different concentration (from 1 μg/mL to 1 mg/mL) were diluted with
complete culture medium.
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The MTT HeLa and MCF-7 cells (105 cells/mL) were added to six-well culture plates at
2 mL/well and incubated with the nanotubes at 37 C in 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity
for 24 to 48 to 72 h. After an appropriate incubation period, cultures were removed from
the incubator, and resulting MTT formazane crystals were dissolved with acidified
isopropanol solution at equal volume with culture.

Figure 7: MTT assay of halloysite taken up by (A) HeLa and (B) MCF-7 cell %
viability vs. halloysite concentration for 24, 48 and 72 h [54].
Results demonstrated that HNTs are not toxic for cells, i.e. they did not kill the cells, up
to concentrations of 75 μg/mL, which corresponds to ca 1011 particles per gram of cells
(for comparison, the addition of only 50 μg /mL of usual NaCl killed all the cells).
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Being fibrous materials, the comparison of halloysite as well as imogolite, with asbestos
is also important. Particularly, as compared to halloysite, asbestos disease is caused by a
much smaller number of asbestos fibers per gram of lung, with a concentration of ca. 10 8
particles per gram, 1000 lower than the limit estimated for halloysite.
Additionally, halloysite tubes length is of ca 1 µm, thus it is much shorter and
thinner than asbestos fibers allowing, analogously to imogolite, their easier removal by
macrophages. Toxicity of halloysite may be compared also with that of silica
nanoparticles because its external surface exposed to intracellular media is silica. In fact,
it is known that many diseases, such as fibrosing collagenous pneumoconiosis and
silicosis, are related to prolonged lung exposure to fine inorganic nanoparticles, like
crystalline silica. Silica particles in the 0.5-1.5 µm range are generally considered not
toxic [82], while if they are larger than 5 µm were found to be more fibrogenic [55-57].

A.III.3. Toxicology of asbestos
Generally speaking, cytotoxicity of asbestos fibers is much higher as compared
with that of other minerals [57]. Following inhalation, asbestos are deposited on the
epithelial surface of the respiratory tract. The fate of these types of fibers depends on their
morphology, on the site of deposition and the aerodynamic characteristics [58,59].
Imogolite and halloysite are hopefully chemically different from asbestos, which are
magnesium silicates (chrysolite), or less common Na and Fe, Mg silicates (amphiboles).
Additionally, asbestos are constituted by very long fiber structure (5-20 μm length). In a
recent review on mechanisms of asbestos pathogenesis [57], it is indicated that asbestos
fibers shorter than 5 μm are safer, i.e. are short enough to be removed through
phagocytosis by macrophages [60], while long thin fibers are more potent inducers of cell
injury and inflammation and can be carried deeper into the distal airways and alveolar
regions [58,59].

A.III.4. Toxicology of carbon nanotubes
As already discussed previously, a superficial resemblance between carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) and asbestos fibers has motivated several groups in recent years to
study the potential health and also environmental risk (ecotoxicity) of CNTs exposure.
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The results obtained were not encouraging and has been raising considerable public
concern [61], since in vivo measurements revealed that they are able to kill cells [62,63].
Evidence exists that a fraction of CNTs can reach the pleura, which represents the site of
retention of long fibers and undergoes inflammation, fibrosis and several pathologies
including mesothelioma [61].
However, as already discussed and proved in the previous paragraphs, a
distinction must be made between single walled nanotubes (SWNTs), consisting of a
single layer of graphene sheet rolled into a cylindrical tube and multi walled tubes
(MWNTs), comprising two or more layers of concentric cylinders with a separation of
about of 0.34 nm between the adjacent layers. In fact, extensive in vitro and in vivo
toxicological assessments of as-grown SWNTs for various exposure pathways, pointed
out that single walled tubes have low toxicities. They showed to be nonirritant and a
nondermal sensitizer by skin sensitization and conjunctival irritation tests, respectively.
The negative mutagenic and dastogenic potentials suggest that they are not carcinogenic.
However, Poland et al. [61] suggest the need for further studies and great caution be
exercised before introducing products containing CNTs into the market, if longterm harm
is to be avoided.
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The work described in the present PhD work is focused on the synthesis and
characterization of two new modified imogolite nanotubes, obtained either by direct or
post-synthesis reactions. Unmodified synthetic imogolite, labeled as Imo, was also
synthesized and considered as reference material.
Following the guidelines proposed by Farmer and co-workers [1], Imo nanotubes
were obtained via sol-gel synthesis in acid environment and mild conditions using a
silicon precursor, TEOS (tetraethoxysilane), letting react with an aluminum precursor, i.e.
aluminum sec-Butoxide (ASB) [2], in a 75 mM aqueous solution of HClO4, according to
the following molar ratios, Si:Al:HClO4 = 1,x:2:1. A slight excess of TEOS was used in
order to prevent the preferential formation of gibbsite (aluminum hydroxide) during
hydrolysis. A polymerization step follows, before collecting nanotubes powder.
Systematic studies were run in order to optimize the synthesis conditions. It resulted that
the polymerization step at 100 °C is critical for the synthesis success. Moreover, filtration
can efficiently substitute the dialysis step before final drying, as FT-IR spectra confirmed.
Finally, if dried powder is washed against deionized water for a night, crystallinity of the
sample is enhanced, as XRD patterns revealed. In contrast to natural imogolite [3], the
outer diameter of synthetic Imo is larger, ca 2.4 nm (vs. 2 nm), as XRD patterns
confirmed. Moreover, N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of Imo at nominal 77 K
resulted to be of Type I, typical of microporous materials [4]. For the first time, an
imogolite sample with total surface of 1378 m2/g was obtained, due to particularly likely
controlled operative conditions, confirming how the reproducibility of this synthesis is
hard to achieve. On the contrary, statistically imogolite samples with surface area of ca
300 m2/g were collected.
The first new hybrid material of imogolite type was synthesized by a direct
method replacing TEOS with a new silicon precursor, i.e. TEMS, triethoxymethylsilane.
The complete hydrophobization of the internal surface was achieved, as FTIR and MAS
NMR measurements confirmed, and methyl-imogolite, labeled as Me-Imo, with
stoichiometric formula, (OH)3Al2O3SiCH3, was collected [5,6]. Electron microscopy
images showed a material composed of interwoven bundles of nanotubes, similar to those
of Imo. However, Me-Imo fibers have larger diameter (ca 15-20 nm) and longer length
(ca 200 nm) as compared to Imo nanotubes. As can be seen from XRD patterns of MeImo tubes collected after several batch syntheses, if the polymerization step is run at too
high temperature (T ≥ 105°C), impurities can be formed.
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Particulary, according to literature, this can be disclosed by the presence of an aluminum
oxide polymorph, called nordstrandite [7,8]. Type I adsorption/desorption isotherms of N2
at nominal 77 K of Me-Imo were also obtained, as in case of Imo. It resulted that the
average specific surface area of Me-Imo is roughly more than twice as that of imogolite.
Inner diameter length, corresponding to the relative Pore Size Distributions (PSDs)
calculated applying the Non Local-Density Functional Theory (NL-DFT) method, is
increased from 0.95 nm (Imo) to 1.63 nm, thus confirming the increased SSA value. In
fact, larger pores may form as cavities in the fibrous network of heterogeneous imogolite
bundles. Finally, volumetric CH4 adsorption was measured. It turned out that both Imo
and Me-Imo can reversibly adsorbed methane in the explored pressure range, 5-35 bar.
Furthermore, second adsorption run values are not affected by the additional outgassing
treatment, pointing out the thermal stability of the adsorbent. Curve-fits obtained by
assuming a Langmuir model of adsorption, are in fair agreement with experimental
points: both the maximum adsorbed volumes (76.81 and 29.65 cm3/g for Me-Imo and
Imo, respectively) and equilibrium constants (0.03 and 0.06 bar -1 for Me-Imo and Imo,
respectively), were calculated.
The second new material of imogolite-type was obtained by the subsequent postsynthesis silylation reaction of Me-Imo with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (3-APS) in
anhydrous conditions. Morphology of Me-Imo-NH2 is unaltered after the grafting
procedure, while it is noteworthy that all diffraction patterns showed basically the same
reflections, although at different intensities, so ruling out the possibility that
functionalization only introduced some disordering in the nanotube array. Porosimetry
measurements evidenced a small decreasing in specific surface area, probably due to the
blockage of pores mouth by grafted 3-APS. MAS NMR technique was a crucial tool to
demonstrate the successful synthesis:

29

Si,

13

C and 2D-HETCOR 1H-13C MAS NMR

experiments were useful to distinguish the presence of two sources of silicon and carbon,
inner Si-CH3 and outer Si-CH2CH2CH2NH3+ groups, respectively. Moreover, it was
possible to identify the structure of the grafted species at the outer surface, by considering
the resulting different silicon environments: T x species and silicon atoms involved in the
expected oligomerization of 3-APS are present, respectivley. These evidence explain the
protonation of terminal amino group, which was also confirmed by 1H-Echo MAS NMR
and FT-IR spectra of the as-synthesized sample. Moreover, a mild treatment with a 0.001
M NaOH solution, was able to convert ammonium ions into substituted amine species.
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In fact, carbamic species were seen in collected FT-IR spectra after dosing of CO2 on
unprotonated Me-Imo-NH2, thus further confirming the successful functionalization.
Finally, comparable volumetric adsorption measurements of CO 2 were found, according
to the following sequence, Me-Imo > Me-Imo-NH2-30 > Imo. This result is reasonable,
since not all the outer surface of Me-Imo has been functionalized.
Study of imogolite-like nanotubes stability revealed that structure integrity of Imo,
Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30 is maintained within 300 °C. Particularly, the leaching of
grafted amino groups from Me-Imo-NH3+-30 occurs above 150 °C. As nanotubes are
organized in a network of interwoven bundles, three kinds of pores can be distinguished
[9-10]: i) intra-tube pores (the voids of constituent nanotubes, about 1 nm wide); ii) intertube pores, i.e. spacings between three aligned tubes in a regular packing (0.3–0.4 nm
wide); iii) slit mesopores among bundles. NH3 adsorption showed, as also expected by
porosimetry results, that type-B pores of Imo are too narrow to be accessible by the gas.
Thus, external bridged more acidic Al(OH)Al species are detectable only in case of MeImo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30.
Collapsing of nanotubes structure is evidenced by the formation of a lamellar
phase at 500 °C. The mechanism proposed wants the cleavage of nanotubes to happen
across their diameter, causing the formation of the following repeating sequence, Al-OSi-O-Si-O-Al, for Imo, and Si-CH2-O-Al, in case of Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30. Both
NH3 and CO interaction confirmed that with Imo, more acidic silanols are formed,
coherently with the lamellar structure proposed by MacKenzie [11]. On the contrary, with
lamellar Me-Imo and Me-Imo-NH3+-30, physysorbed CO along with heterogeneous
acidic sites are found, analogously to Al-rich microporous silicates [12].
In spite of their shared fibrous nature, according to the preliminary study
performed, imogolite nanotubes can be proposed as good candidates as a low-toxicity
reference material for in vitro toxicological studies on HARNs, High Aspect Ratio
Nanomaterials. Moreover, the substantial inertness of macrophages towards the tubes,
may ensure high bio-compatibility as a scaffold for cell growth in different medical
settings.
As a general conclusion, it is worth noting that, in contrast with the more famous
carbon nanotubes, Imo-derived nanotubes may be functionalized under mild conditions
by means of direct or post-synthesis procedure.
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In particular, properties of both the inner and the outer surface may be properly changed,
and the hydrophilicity of the material may be modulated as well as porosity and thermal
stability. This may open the way to new and promising applications.
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